INDEX

This index covers the instructions and appendices for Resource Description and Access. The locators for the instructions are the rule numbers. Because the locators are arranged hierarchically, index entry terms with shorter (higher) locators can be assumed to include all the instructions under it. For example, "Extent of Text, 3.4.5" covers the range of rules from 3.4.5.1–3.4.5.22. Some of the instructions with their examples may run for several pages, e.g., 6.27.1.3 (Collaborative Works). Remember to read the entire instruction before applying it.

Appendices D (Record Syntaxes for Descriptive Data) and E (Record Syntaxes for Access Point Control) are not indexed in detail. In general, examples are not indexed, but there are see or see also references for instructions 19.2.1.3 (creators) and 20.2.1.3 (contributors) from the classes of persons. For example:

Administrative regulations

    compilers
    See examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]

Users who are comfortable with RDA terminology can use the index to refresh their memory on a specific instruction. Terms from AACR2 (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules) are also included in the index with appropriate see references. For example:

General material designation

    See Carrier type; Content type; Media type

Words and phrases enclosed in square brackets are explanatory glosses which clarify or distinguish index terms with different meanings. For example:

Subtitles [moving images]

    accessibility content, 7.14
    in language different from spoken content, 7.12

Subtitles [texts]

    See Other title information

Words enclosed in parentheses—(work), (expression), (manifestation), and (item)—are part of the element name for relationship designators.

The relationship designators for related works in appendix J are indexed with their reciprocal relationships, for example, based on (work)/derivative work.

The index is alphabetized word-by-word, with numerals preceding letters. Numbers, symbols, and punctuation marks at the beginning of index entries are filed as if spelled out. They are also filed at the beginning of the alphabet, before the A's. Hyphens and other punctuation, as well as prepositions preceding subentries, are ignored in filing. Thus "reel-to-reel" is filed as if spelled "reeltoreel."

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE INDEX:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>App.</td>
<td>Appendix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Footnote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[rd]</td>
<td>relationship designator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEMI</td>
<td>Work, expression, manifestation, or item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PFC

Person, Family, or Corporate body

granting institution or faculty 7.9.3
year degree granted 7.9.4
Academic dissertations
See Dissertation or thesis information
Academic titles, capitalization A.11.5.4
Accents
See Diacritical marks
Access, mode of
See Online resources
Access points
See also Authorized access points:
Variant access points
cataloguer's note 5.9
definition 5.1.4, 8.1.4, 17.1.3, 18.1.5, 23.1.4, 24.1.4, 29.1.4
presentation of E.1.1
Access, restrictions on 4.4
Accessibility content 7.14
Accessible labels
See Accessibility content
Accompanied by (item) [rd] J.5.5
Accompanied by (manifestation) [rd] J.4.5
Accompaniments [music]
added accompaniments 6.18.1.4
composers
See Contributors
to solo instruments 6.15.1.8
Accompanying materials
See also Related resources
and level of description 2.2.2.1
as preferred source of information 2.2.4
relationship designators
expressions J.3.5
item J.5.5
manifestation J.4.5
works J.2.5
Acquisition and access information 4
Acquisition of item, source of 2.19
Acronyms
See Initialisms and acronyms
Activity cards
See Still images
Actor [rd] I.3.1
See also Performer [rd]
Ad hoc events
See Corporate bodies
A.D., use of B.5.9, H.1
Adaptations and modifications of works
See also Related resources
compilations of works by different PFC 6.27.1.4
creators 19.2.1.1
by more than one PFC 6.27.1.3
musical works 6.28.1.5
See also Arrangements [music]
by one PFC 6.27.1.5
relationship designators
adaptation of (expression)/adapted as (expression) J.3.2
adaptation of (work)/adapted as (work) J.2.2
adapted as choreography (expression)/choreographic adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as choreography (work)/choreographic adaptation of (work), J.2.2 J.2.2
adapted as graphic novel (expression)/graphic novelization of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as graphic novel (work)/graphic novelization of (work) J.2.2
adapted as libretto (work)/libretto based on (work) [rd] J.2.2
adapted as libretto (expression)/libretto based on (expression) [rd] J.3.2
adapted as motion picture (expression)/motion picture adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as motion picture (work)/motion picture adaptation of (work) J.2.2
adapted as motion picture screenplay (expression)/motion picture screenplay based on (expression) J.3.2
adapted as motion picture screenplay (work)/motion picture screenplay based on (work) J.2.2
adapted as musical theatre (expression)/musical theatre adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as musical theatre (work)/musical theatre adaptation of (work) J.2.2
adapted as novel (expression)/novelization of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as novel (work)/novelization of (work) J.2.2
adapted as opera (expression)/opera adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as opera (work)/opera adaptation of (work) J.2.2
adapted as radio program (expression)/radio adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as radio program (work)/radio adaptation of (work) J.2.2
adapted as radio script (expression)/radio script based on (expression) J.3.2
adapted as radio script (work)/radio script based on (work) J.2.2
adapted as screenplay (expression)/screenplay based on (expression) J.3.2
adapted as screenplay (work)/screenplay based on (work) J.2.2
adapted as television program (expression)/television adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as television program (work)/television adaptation of (work) J.2.2
adapted as television screenplay (expression)/television screenplay based on (expression) J.3.2
adapted as television screenplay (work)/television screenplay based on (work) J.2.2
adapted as video game (work)/video game adaptation of (work) J.2.2
adapted as video game (expression)/video game adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
adapted as video screenplay (work)/video screenplay based on (work) J.2.2
adapted as video screenplay (expression)/video screenplay based on (expression) J.3.2
adapted as video (work)/video adaptation of (work) J.2.2
adapted in verse as (expression)/verse adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
adapted in verse as (work)/verse adaptation of (work) J.2.2
modified by variation as (expression)/variations based on (expression) J.3.2
modified by variation as (work)/variations based on (work) J.2.2
of works of uncertain or unknown origin 6.27.1.8
Added entries
See Variant access points
Addenda (expression)/addenda to (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Addenda (work)/addenda to (work) [rd] J.2.5
Additional scale information 7.25.5, B.5.7
Additions to personal names 9.19.1.2.1–9.19.1.2.6
See also Differentiation of names
Address, terms of
See Terms of address
Addressee [rd] I.2.2
Addresses
[rd] corporate body 11.9
[rd] person 9.12
place of production 2.7.2.3
place of publication 2.8.2.3
Administrative divisions
See Departments [subordinate body]
Administrative regulations
compilers
See examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]
that are laws
authorized access points 6.29.1.4
creators
See examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording
Creators]
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1
that are not laws
authorized access points 6.29.1.7–6.29.1.9
court rules 6.29.1.10, 19.3.2.4
creators 19.2.1.1.1
Administrative subordinate bodies
See Committees
Administrative works of a corporate body, creators for
19.2.1.1.1
Advertising matter in extent 3.4.5.3.2
Affiliation of a person 9.13
African tribal governments, treaties of 6.29.1.15n
Afrikaans language
initial articles C.2
surnames with prefixes F.11.1
Agencies, government
See Executive agencies or ministries of government;
Government agencies
Aggregate works
See also Compilations of works
creators 19.2.1.1
definition 1.1.5
Air forces
See Armed forces
Albanian language, initial articles C.2
Albums, extent 3.4.4.5
Alphabetic designation [serials]
See Numbering of serials
Alphabets, nonroman
See Arabic script, names in;
Cyrillic alphabet abbreviations; Hebrew language;
Script [writing system]
Also issued as [rd] J.4.2
Alternate identity [rd] K.2
See also
Identities, different, for an individual responsible for a work
Alternative chronological designation of first issue or part
of sequence 2.6.7
Alternative chronological designation of last issue or part
of sequence 2.6.9
Alternative instruments 6.15.1.5.3
Alternative numeric and/or alphabetic designation of first
issue or part of sequence 2.6.6
Alternative numeric and/or alphabetic designation of last
issue or part of sequence 2.6.8
Alternative titles
omitted from preferred titles 6.14.2.4
as part of title proper 2.3.2.1
Ambiguous information in source 0.4.3.5
Ambiguous names
See Names not conveying the idea of …
Amendments
constitutions, charters, etc. 6.29.1.14
treaties 6.21.1.3, 6.29.1.16, 6.29.1.30.3
Analog recordings
groove characteristics 3.16.5
playing speed 3.16.4
type of recording 3.16.2.3
Analysis
See Analytical description
Analysis of (expression)/analysed in (expression) [rd]
M.2.3
Analysis of (item)/analysed in (item) [rd] M.2.5
Analysis of (manifestation)/analysed in (manifestation)
[rd] M.2.4
Analysis of (work)/analysed in (work) [rd] M.2.2
Analytical description
definition 1.1.4
general guidelines 2.1.3.1
integrating resources 2.1.3.4
of a part 3.4.1.12
resources in more than one part 2.1.3.3
single part resources 2.1.3.2
uses of 1.5.3
Ancestors
See Progenitor [rd]
Ancient corporate bodies 11.2.2.5.4
Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, relation to RDA 0.3.1
Animals, scientific names, capitalization A.23
Animator [rd] I.3.1
Annotations added to a previously existing work
See Commentaries
Annotator [rd] I.5.2
Anonymous works
Midrashim 6.23.2.12.1
works of uncertain or unknown origin 6.27.1.8
Antipopes, titles of 9.4.1.6
Aperture cards [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
Apocrypha 6.23.2.9.4
Apocryphal books 6.23.2.6, 9.6.1.6
Appeal proceedings 6.29.1.21
See also Criminal court proceedings
Appellant [rd] I.2.2
Appellations of known persons
See Given names [forenames]; Surnames of persons
Appellee [rd] I.2.2
Appendix (expression)/appendix to (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Appendix (work)/appendix to (work) [rd] J.2.5
Applied materials 3.7
Approximate dates
See Supplied or approximate dates
Arabic alphabet, names in F.1
Arabic language, initial articles A.2.2, A.4, C.2
Aranyakas 6.23.2.15
Archbishops
See Religious officials
Archdioceses of the Eastern Church, conventional name for 11.2.2.5.4
Architect [rd] I.2.1
Archival resources and collections
See also Repositories, archival
contact information 4.3.1.4
date of production 2.7.6.7
devised title proper 2.3.2.11.4
system of organization 7.8
Armed forces
See also Military courts, ad hoc
below national level 11.2.2.22.2
capitalization A.16.2
names 11.2.2.19, A.16.2
national level 11.2.2.14.12, 11.2.2.22.1
Arrangement of (expression) /arranged as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Arrangements [music]
preferred title 6.18.1.4
relationship designators
arrangement of (expression) / arranged as (expression) J.3.2
Arranger of music [rd] I.3.1
See also examples under 20.2.1.3 (Recording Contributors)
Art director [motion pictures] [rd] I.3.1
Art prints
See Still images
Artefacts not intended primarily for communication
See Three-dimensional forms
Articles [part of speech]
initial
See Initial articles
in surnames with prefixes 9.2.2.11.1
Artificial collections
See Collections, assembled
Artist [rd] I.2.1
Artistic and/or technical credit
persons, families, or corporate bodies making contributions to the artistic and/or technical production of a resource 2.4, 2.17.3
relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies associated with a work or expression 19, 20
Asian languages, corporate names in 11.2.2.10
Aspect ratio [moving images] 7.19
Assistive technology
See Accessibility content
Associated institution 11.5, 11.13.1.4, 11.13.1.8.1
Associations, annual meetings of 11.2.2.14.6
Astronomical terms, capitalization A.25
Athletic contests
See Corporate bodies
Atlases [cartographic resources], extent 3.4.2.2, 3.4.2.5
Attributes
cataloguer's note 5.9
scope of coverage in RDA 0.2.4- 0.2.4
sources consulted 5.8
in structure of RDA 0.5
Attributes of manifestations 3.2– 3.20
applied material 3.7
base material 3.6
book format 3.12
carrier type
See Carrier type
digital file characteristic
See Digital file characteristics
dimensions
See Dimensions
equipment or system requirement, 3.20
extent
See Extent
font size 3.13
generation 3.10
layout 3.11
media type
See Media type
mount 3.8
polarity 3.14
production method 3.9
projection characteristics of motion picture film 3.17
reduction ratio 3.15
sound characteristics 3.16
Attributes of persons, families, and corporate bodies
corporate bodies 11
families 10
general guidelines 8
persons 9
Attributes of the expression
accessibility content 7.14
aspect ratio 7.19
awards 7.28
Attributes of the work

colour content 7.17
coordinates of cartographic content 7.4, 7.27.1.3
duration [playing time]
See 7.22, B.5.3
epoch 7.6
equinox 7.5
form of notation 7.13
format of notated music 7.20
illustrative content
See Illustrative content
language of the content
See Language of the content
medium of performance
See Medium of performance [music]
other details of cartographic content 7.27
place and date of capture 7.11
projection of cartographic content 7.26
scale 7.25
sound content 7.18
summarization of the content 7.10
supplementary content 7.16
Attributes of the work
coverage of the content 7.3
dissertations or theses 7.9
intended audience 7.7
nature of the content 7.2
system of organization 7.8
Attribution 0.4.3.6
Attribution, notes on 2.20.3.3
Audience, intended 7.7
Audio carriers [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
audio cartridges
See Audio cartridges
audio cylinders
See Audio cylinders
audio disc
See Audio discs
audio rolls 3.3.1.3
audiocassettes
See Audiocassettes
audiotape reels
See Audiotapes
generation of reproduction 3.10.2
sound-track reels 3.3.1.3
Audio cartridges
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.2
Audio content
See Sound content
Audio cylinders
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
groove characteristics 3.16.5
Audio description
See Accessibility content
Audio discs
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
groove characteristics 3.16.5
Audio encoding formats, terms for 3.19.3.3
Audio [media type] 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
Audio rolls [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
Audiocassettes
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.3
Audiotapes
reels
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.9
tape configuration 3.16.7
Augmentation of (expression)/augmented by (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Augmentation of (work)/augmented by (work) [rd] J.2.5
Australian place names 16.2.2.9, B.11
"Author of … by"
See Phrase naming another work by the person
Author [rd] I.2.1
See also Creators of works
Author statement
See Statement of responsibility
Authorized access points
cataloguer's note 5.9
collaborative works 6.27.1.3
See also Creators of works
definition 5.1.4, 8.1.4, 17.1.3, 18.1.5, 23.1.4, 24.1.4, 29.1.4
for expressions 6.27.3
legal works 6.29
musical works and expressions 6.28.1-6.28.3
new expressions of an existing work 6.27.3
for PFC responsible for the work 5.5
for PFC/resource relationships 18.4.1.2
related PFC 29.4.2
related works or expressions 24.4.2
religious works 6.30
representing PFC 8.6
corporate bodies 11.13.1
families 10.11
persons 9.19.1
subject of the work 23.4.1.2.2
uses of 6.0
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works and expressions 5.5, 6.1.2, 6.27.1–6.27.3, 17.4.2.2
works created by one PFC 6.27.1.2
works of uncertain or unknown origin 6.27.1.8

Authorship
See Creators of works

Authorship, diffuse
See Representation principle

Author-title entries
See Authorized access points

Autocephalous patriarchates, conventional name for 11.2.2.5.4

Autographer [rd] I.5.2

Availability, terms of
See Terms of availability

Avant-titres
See Other title information

Avesta 6.23.2.17

Awards 7.28, A.20

B

Ballad operas 6.28.1.3

Ballets
See Choreographed musical works

Baluchi language, initial articles C.2

Band music
See Instrumental music

Bandwidth [video characteristic] 3.18.1.4

Baronets, titles of, capitalization A.11.5.1

Barons and baronesses
See Titles of nobility

Base material 3.6

Base volumes of updating loose-leaf, changes in 1.6.3.3

Based on (expression)/derivative (expression) [rd] J.3.2

Based on (work)/derivative (work) [rd] J.2.2

Basque language, initial articles C.2

B.C., use of B.5.9, H.1

Bible
See also Apocryphal books

Apocrypha 6.23.2.9.4

authorized access point for 6.30.3.2

capitalization A.17.8–A.17.10
deuterocanonical books 6.23.2.9.4

excerpts from, 6.25.1.5

parts

books 6.23.2.9.2

groups of books 6.23.2.9.3

other selections 6.23.2.9.7

single selections 6.23.2.9.5

Testaments 6.23.2.9.1
two or more selections 6.23.2.9.6

variant access points for 6.30.5.1

Biblical events and concepts, capitalization A.17.5

Bibliographic citation
See Preferred citation

Bibliographic entities
See Persons, families, and corporate bodies [PFC]; Works, expressions, manifestations, and items [WEMI]

Bibliographic history of item
See History of the work

Bibliographic identities
See

Identities, different, for an individual responsible for a work; Pseudonyms; Real identity [rd]

Bibliographic volumes differing from physical volumes, notes on 3.21.2.8

Bibliographies
See Supplementary content

Bills [drafts of legislation]

authorized access point 6.29.1.5

creators 19.2.1.1.1

See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]

Binder [rd] I.5.2

Binding 3.5.1.4.14

Biographical information for the person 9.17

Bishops
See Religious officials

Bistum [ecclesiastical principality of Holy Roman Empire] 11.2.2.27

Black and white [colour content] 7.17.1.3

in

in moving images 7.17.3.3

in three-dimensional forms 7.17.4

Bohemian [Czech], capitalization A.36

Book artist [rd] I.2.1

Book designer [rd] I.4.1

Book format 3.12

Books of hours
See Liturgical works

Bosnian language, capitalization A.33

 Bound-with resources
See also

Two resources by different PFC issued together

bound with (item) [rd] J.5.5

height of separate physical units bound together 3.5.1.4.14

Brahmanas 6.23.2.15

Brahui language, initial articles C.2

Braille code
See Tactile resources
Braille embosser [rd] I.4.1
Braille resources
See Tactile resources

Branches
armed forces 11.2.2.22. A.16.2
corporate bodies 11.2.2.14.1. 11.13.1.3
government bodies recorded subordinately 11.2.2.14.1

Breeds 9.6.1.8
Breton language, initial articles C.2
Briefs [court cases]
legal record 6.29.1.27.1
parties to a legal case 19.3.2.11

British peerage
See Titles of nobility: United Kingdom

Broadcast standards 3.18.3
Broadcaster [rd] I.4.2
Broader affiliated body [rd] K.4.3
Broadsides [broadsheets]
See Sheets

Brunei names F.7.1.1
Buddhist names
authors of Pali texts F.5.1.1
Indic names in religion F.5.1.2
Thai ecclesiastics F.10.1.4.2
Thai monastics F.10.1.4.1
Thai supreme patriarchs F.10.1.4.3

Buddhist scriptures
Pali Canon 6.23.2.13.1
Sanskrit Canon 6.23.2.13.2

Buildings, capitalization of A.14
Bulgarian language, capitalization A.34
Burmese names F.2
Business firms
See Corporate bodies

"By the author of …"
See Phrase naming another work by the person

Bynames
See Given names [forenames]; Words or phrases as names

Byzantine Greek works 6.2.2.5

C

ca., use of
See Supplied or approximate dates

Cadenza (expression)/cadenza composed for (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Cadenza (work)/cadenza composed for (work) [rd] J.2.5
Cadenzas 6.28.1.7
variant access points 6.28.4.2
Calendar divisions, capitalization A.21
Calendars, liturgical
See Liturgical works

Call numbers
See Exemplar of manifestation

Calligrapher [rd] I.2.1
Canada, place names 16.2.2.9. B.11

Capitalize App. A
and The Chicago Manual of Style A.10
names, general guidelines 8.5.2
notes 1.10.2
unusual capitalization A.4

Caption as preferred source of information 2.2.2.2
Caption title
See Variant titles

Captions [moving images]
See Accessibility content

Capture, place and date of 7.11
Cardinals
See Religious officials

Cards, dimensions 3.5.1.4.1
Cards [unmediated carrier type] 3.3.1.3

Carrier type 3.3
See also Extent
audio carrier
See Audio carriers [carrier type]
computer carriers
See Computer carriers
microform carriers
See Microform carriers
microscopic carrier 3.3.1.3
other terms used to describe the type of unit 3.4.1.5
projected image carrier
See Projected image carriers
resources consisting of more than one 3.1.4
recording carrier type, extent, and other characteristics of each carrier 3.1.4.2
recording only carrier type and extent of each carrier 3.1.4.1
recording predominant carrier type and extent in general terms 3.1.4.3
stereographic carrier 3.3.1.3
translation of controlled vocabulary 0.11.2
unmediated carrier
See Unmediated carrier type
video carrier 3.3.1.3

Carriers 3
See also Containers
applied materials 3.7
base material 3.6
book format 3.12
carrier type
  See Carrier type
changes in carrier characteristics, note on 3.21.4
digital file characteristics
  See Digital file characteristics
dimensions
  See Dimensions
equipment or system requirement 3.20
  See also Media type
extent
  See Extent
font size 3.13
generation 3.10
item-specific carrier characteristics, note on 3.22
layout 3.11
media type
  See Media type
more than one, dimensions of 3.5.1.6
mount 3.8
notes on 3.21
polarity 3.14
production method 3.9
projection characteristics 3.17
reduction ratio 3.15
sound characteristic
  See Sound characteristics
units of measurement 0.11.5
video characteristics 3.18
Cartographer [rd] I.2.1, I.3.1
Cartographic content
celestial charts
  See Celestial charts
coordinates 7.4, 7.27.1.3
epoch 7.6
equinox 7.5
other details of cartographic content 7.27
scale 7.25.1
Cartographic datasets 6.9 [table 6.1]
Cartographic images
  as content type 6.9 [table 6.1]
layout 3.11
remote-sensing images 3.4.2.2, 7.27.1.3
Cartographic moving images 6.9 [table 6.1]
Cartographic resources
  See also Cartographic content
creators
  See examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
digital representation of 3.19.8
extent 3.4.2
  more than one unit on one or more sheets 3.4.2.3
  presented in more than one segment 3.4.2.4
mathematical data area [ISBD punctuation] D.1.2.4.1
originating with a corporate body 19.2.1.1.1
projection of cartographic content 7.26
supplied other title information 2.3.4.5
title proper
  devised title proper 2.3.2.11.2
  scale in title proper 2.3.2.8.2
Cartographic tactile images 6.9 [table 6.1]
Cartographic tactile three-dimensional form 6.9 [table 6.1]
Cartographic three-dimensional forms 6.9 [table 6.1]
Cartridges, dimensions 3.5.1.4.2
Cases, extent
  See also Extent
  more than one case 3.4.5.21
  single volume 3.4.5.15
Cassettes
carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.3
Caster [rd] I.4.1
Catalan language, initial articles C.2
Catalogue (expression)/catalogue of (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Catalogue (work)/catalogue of (work) [rd] J.2.5
Cataloguer’s note
  PFC 8.13
  PFC relationships 29.7
relations between WEMI 24.8
works and expressions 5.9
Cathedrals
  See Worship, local places of
Catholic Church
  See also Holy See, treaties of; Popes: Religious orders
dioceses 11.2.2.27
liturgical works 6.23.2.8, 6.30.3.5
  See also Liturgical works
papal diplomatic missions 11.2.2.29
Roman Curia 6.26.2.6, 11.2.2.28
Ceased resources 2.6.1.4, 2.7.6.5, 2.8.6.5, 2.9.6.5, 2.10.6.5
  See also Suspended publications
Celestial charts
coordinates 7.4.1
epoch 7.6
equinox 7.5.1
magnitude 7.27.1.3
right ascension 7.4.4
scale 7.25.1.5
Changes requiring a new description 1.6
Channeled communications
See Spirit as designation

Chapters of corporate bodies
See Branches

Characterizing words or phrases
See also Epithets
capitalization A.2.3
in names for persons 9.2.2.25

Charges to juries 6.29.1.24, 19.2.1.1.1
creators
See examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
judge 19.3.2.10
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1, 19.3.2.6, 19.3.2.8

Charters
See Constitutions, charters, etc.

Charts [cartographic resources]
See Maps
Charts, celestial
See Celestial charts

Charts [graphic materials]
See Still images

Chicago Manual of Style (CMS) 1.7, 1.10.2, A.10
Chief source of information
See Sources of information

Children of royal persons 9.4.1.4.3
Chinese language, ordinal numerals 1.8.5
Chinese names
containing a non-Chinese given name F.3
Indonesian names of Chinese origin F.6.1.6
Malaysian residents F.7.1

Choir books
See Notated music
Choreographed musical works 6.28.1.4
Choreographer (expression) [rd] I.3.1
Choreographer [rd] I.2.1
Choreographic adaption of (expression)/adapted as choreography (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Choreographic adaption of (work)/adapted as choreography (work) [rd] J.2.2
Choreographic content
See Notated movement
Choreography (expression)/choreography for (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Choreography (work)/choreography for (work) [rd] J.2.5
Chorepiscopus
See Religious officials

Chorus scores [music] 6.18.1.6,
See also Musical works: with lyrics, libretto, text, etc.; Scores [music]

Choruses [music] 6.15.1.10

Christian names
See Given names [forenames]

Chronograms
in date of distribution 2.9.6.4
in date of manufacture 2.10.6.4
in date of publication 2.8.6.4
transcription 2.7.6.4

Chronological designation of first issue or part of sequence 2.6.3
capitalization A.6

Chronological designation of last issue or part of sequence 2.6.5

Church councils
conventional names 11.2.2.5.4n
preferred name 11.2.2.25
subordinate to a district of the religious bodies 11.2.2.25

Church groups
See Worship, local places of
Churches, capitalization of names of A.16.5

Cinematographer
See Director of photography [motion pictures] [rd]

Citation [bibliographic], preferred 2.16
Citation title [legal works] 6.19.2.5.2

Citations of honours in corporate names 11.2.2.9

Citations to court reports
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1
preferred title 6.29.1.20

Cities and towns
See also Political jurisdictions
abbreviations B.11
capitalization A.13.2
places within 16.2.2.14

Civil court proceedings
authorized access point 6.29.1.22
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1
person bringing the action 19.3.2.8
person or corporate body on the opposing side 19.3.2.9

Civil titles
See Titles of position or office

Clan names
See also Families [groups of related persons]

Classical Greek works 6.2.2.5
Classification number as authorized access point 23.4.1.2.2

Close scores
See Scores [music]
Closed captions
See Subtitles [moving images]

CMS (Chicago Manual of Style) 1.7, 1.10.2, A.10
Compilations of works

See also Compilations of works: Conventional collective titles
common title for parts, sections, and supplements
2.3.1.7
preferred titles 6.2.2.10.3, 6.2.2.11.1
title proper 2.3.2.9
analytical description 2.3.2.6.2
comprehensive description 2.3.2.6.1

Collector [rd] I.5.2
Collopher [rd] I.4.1

Colophons
See Dependent territories: office of governor

Colour content 7.17

Columns
See Pagination

Commentaries
added to a previously existing work 6.27.1.6
relationship designators
annotator [rd] I.5.2
commentary on (expression)/commentary in (expression) M.2.3
commentary on (item) /commentary in (item), M.2.5
commentary on (manifestation) /commentary in (manifestation) M.2.4
commentary on (work)/commentary in (work) M.2.2
commentator [rd] I.3.1
writer of added commentary [rd] I.3.1

writers of as contributors 20.2.1.1
See also examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]

Commissions [corporate body]
See Committees: Delegations

Committees
See also Joint commissions and committees
corporate bodies recorded subordinately 11.2.2.14.2
government bodies recorded subordinately 11.2.2.14.2
of legislative bodies 11.2.2.19.2

Common title for parts, sections, and supplements
2.3.1.7
See also Collective titles

Common usage or practice, definition 0.4.3.7, 1.2, 8.2

Compact discs
See Audio discs

Companies [businesses]
See Corporate bodies

Companies [military services]
See Armed forces

Companies [performing group]
See Performing groups

Compilations lacking a collective title 6.27.1.4
See also Devised titles

Compilations of musical works
complete works 6.14.2.8.1- 6.14.2.8.3
incomplete compilations 6.14.2.8.4
of one type for one broad or specific medium 6.14.2.8.3
pasticcios, excerpts from 6.28.1.3.3
preferred title 6.14.2.8
by a single composer 6.14.2.8.1
by a single person 6.28.4.4
of a single type of composition 6.28.1.11
of various types for one broad or specific medium 6.14.2.8.2

Compilations of works
See also Aggregate works;

Archival resources and collections;
Collections, assembled;
Editors
creators 19.2.1.1
by different PFC 6.27.1.4
Midrashim 6.23.2.12.2
of musical works
See Compilations of musical works

official communications and other works 6.31.1.5
official communications of more than one holder of office 6.31.1.4
other compilations of two or more works 6.2.2.10.3
preferred title
complete works 6.2.2.10.1
complete works in a single form 6.2.2.10.2
  devised title as 6.2.2.11.2
  by different PFC 6.2.2.11
  treaties 6.19.2.8, 6.29.1.17, 6.29.1.30.2
  variant access points 6.27.4.4
  Compiler [rd] I.2.1
  See also Contributors
Complemented by (expression)/complemented by (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Complemented by (work)/complemented by (work) [rd] J.2.5
  Complete works
  See Conventional collective titles
Component of merger [corporate body] [rd] K.4.3
Component parts
duration [playing time] 7.22.1.4
  extent
  See Extent
Composer [rd] I.2.1. I.3.1
Composers of additional musical parts 20.2.1.1
  See also examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]
Composite description 17.4.2.3
Composition [music]
  See Date of composition [music];
  Place of composition [music];
  Type of composition [music]
Compound surnames
  See Surnames of persons: compound
Compound words, capitalization A.29
  Comprehensive description
  of assembled collections 3.4.1.11
  definition 1.1.4
  integrating resources 2.1.2.4
  manifestations and items 2.1.2
  resources issued as more than one part 2.1.2.3
  single unit 2.1.2.2
  uses of 1.5.2
  Computer cards [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
  Computer carriers 3.3.1.3
  computer cards 3.3.1.3
  computer chip cartridges 3.3.1.3
  computer disc cartridges
  See Computer disc cartridges [carrier type]
  computer discs
  See Computer discs [carrier type]
  computer tape cartridges
  See Computer tape cartridges [carrier type]
  computer tape cassettes
  See Computer tape cassettes [carrier type]
  computer tape reels
  See Computer tape reels
number of subunits 3.4.1.7.1
  online resources
  See Online resources
  Computer cartridges, dimensions 3.5.1.4.2
  Computer cassettes
  See also Computer tape cassettes [carrier type]
  dimensions 3.5.1.4.3
  Computer chip cartridge [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
  Computer datasets
  auditory information
  See Performed music: Sounds [content type];
  Spoken word [content type]
cartographic data
  See Cartographic datasets
  content type 6.9 [table 6.1]
  visual information
  See Notated movement: Notated music; Still images;
  Text; Three-dimensional forms;
  Three-dimensional moving images;
  Two-dimensional moving images
  Computer disc cartridges [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
  Computer discs [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
  See also Discs
  Computer files
  See Digital resources
  Computer [media type] 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
  Computer programs 6.9 [table 6.1]
  Computer tape cartridges [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
  See also Cartridges, dimensions
  Computer tape cassettes [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
  See also Cassettes
  Computer tape reels
  as carrier type 3.3.1.3
  dimensions 3.5.1.4.9
  Computers
  See Digital resources
  Concordance (expression)/concordance to (expression)
  [rd] J.3.5
  Concordance (work)/concordance to (work) [rd] J.2.5
  Condensed scores
  See Scores [music]
  Conductor [music] [rd] I.3.1
  Conductor parts [music]
  See Scores [music]
  Conferences
  See also Corporate bodies; Host institution [rd]
  associated institution 11.5, 11.13.1.8.1
  changes in place name of 16.2.2.7
  conventional names 11.2.2.5.4
  corporate body as creator of 19.2.1.1.1
See also examples under 19.2.1.3

date 11.4.2, 11.13.1.8.1

location 11.3.2, 11.13.1.8.1– 11.13.1.8.2, 16.2.2.4

number of 11.6, 11.13.1.8.1

omissions of number or year from names 11.2.2.11

one-time or single instance 11.13.1.8.1

other designations added to 11.13.1.8.1– 11.13.1.8.2

punctuation of access points E.1.2.4

series of 11.13.1.8.2

as subordinate body

See Subordinate corporate bodies

Confessions of faith

See Creeds, theological

Configuration of playback channels 3.16.8

Conflict resolution

See Differentiation

Congress [U.S.], legislative subcommittees 11.2.2.19.2

Congresses

See Conferences; Legislative bodies

Conjectural information

See Uncertain information

Consorts of royal persons 9.4.1.4.2

Constitutional conventions 11.2.2.14.10, 11.2.2.20

Constitutions, charters, etc.

creators 19.2.1.1.1

See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]

international intergovernmental bodies 6.29.1.13

non-jurisdictional bodies 6.29.1.14

other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1, 19.3.2.5

Consulates

See Embassies and consulates

Consultant [rd] I.2.2

Contact information 4.3

Contained in (expression)/container of (expression) [rd] J.3.4

Contained in (item)/container of (item) [rd] J.5.4

Contained in (manifestation)/container of (manifestation) [rd] J.4.4

Contained in (work)/container of (work) [rd] J.2.4

Containers

See also Carriers

in description of assembled collections 3.4.1.11.1

dimensions 3.5, 3.5.1.5

for multipart carriers, as description 3.1.4.1, 3.1.4.2, 3.1.4.3

preferred source of information 2.2.2.1

resources in more than one, dimensions 3.5.1.7

for three-dimensional forms 3.5.1.4.13

title on

See Variant titles

units of measurement 0.11.5

Content, description of 7

See also Cartographic content

accessibility content 7.14

aspect ratio 7.19

awards 7.28, A.20

colour content 7.17

content, summarization of 7.10

duration [playing time] 7.22, B.5.3

form of notation

See Notated movement: Notated music:

Script [writing system]: Tactile resources:

form of tactile notation

general guidelines 7.1

illustrative content 6.27.1.6, 7.15

intended audience 7.7

language of the content 7.12

medium of performance

See Medium of performance [music]

nature of the content 7.2

notes on changes in content characteristics 7.29.2

place and date of capture 7.11

scale

See Scale [cartographic resources]:

Scale [still images or three-dimensional forms]

sound content 7.18

supplementary content 7.16

system of organization 7.8

Content, summarization of 7.10

Content type 6.9

in access points for expressions 6.27.3

cartographic resources

See Cartographic images

cartographic moving images 6.9 [table 6.1]

cartographic tactile images 6.9 [table 6.1]

cartographic tactile three-dimensional form 6.9 [table 6.1]

cartographic three-dimensional forms 6.9 [table 6.1]

computer datasets

See Computer datasets

computer programs 6.9 [table 6.1]

music

See Notated music

notated music

See Notated music

performed music 6.9 [table 6.1]

tactile notated music
See Tactile resources: tactile notated music
notated movement

See Notated movement
sounds 6.9 [table 6.1]
spoken word 6.9 [table 6.1]
still image

See Still images
tactile resources
cartographic tactile three-dimensional form 6.9 [table 6.1]
tactile images

See Tactile resources: tactile images [content type]
tactile notated movement 6.9 [table 6.1]
tactile notated music

See Tactile resources: tactile notated music
tactile text

See Tactile resources: tactile text
tactile three-dimensional form 6.9 [table 6.1]
text

See Text
three-dimensional forms

See Three-dimensional forms
three-dimensional moving images 6.9 [table 6.1]
translation of controlled vocabulary 0.11.2
two-dimensional moving images 6.9 [table 6.1]

Continuation in part of (expression)/split into (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Continuation in part of (work)/split into (work) [rd] J.2.6
Continuation of (expression)/continued by (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Continuation of (work)/continued by (work) [rd] J.2.6
Continued in part by (expression)/separated from (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Continued in part by (work)/separated from (work) [rd] J.2.6
Continuing resources

See Integrating resources: Serials
Continuo 6.28.1.9.1

See also Medium of performance [music]
Contributors 20.2
Contributors to compilations

See examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]
Controlled access points

See Authorized access points
Conventional collective titles
compilations of works 6.27.4.4
complete works in a single form 6.2.2.10.2
complete works [Works] 6.2.2.10.1
legal works
laws 6.19.2.5.1
treaties 6.19.2.8
variant titles 6.19.3.6

music compilations
complete works 6.14.2.8.1
incomplete [selections] 6.14.2.8.4
variant access points 6.28.4.4
works for one broad or specific medium 6.14.2.8.2
works of a single type of composition for one specific medium or various media 6.14.2.8.3
other compilations of two or more works 6.2.2.10.3
parts of a work [Selections] 6.2.2.9, 6.12.1.4
variant access points 6.27.4.4

Conventional names
corporate bodies 11.2.2.5.4
doctoral documents, capitalization A.18
governments 11.2.2.5.4, 16.2.2.1, 16.4

Conventions

See Conferences;
Treaties and international agreements

Coordinate pairs, strings of [cartographic resources] 7.4.3
Coordinates [cartographic resources] 7.4, 7.27.1.3
Copies of manuscripts, production methods 3.9.2.3
Copyright date 2.11, 2.17.10
Copyright symbol [©] 2.11.1.3

Core elements 0.6
cardinality 0.6.3
conformance 0.6.4
definition 0.6.2
manifestations or items 0.6.5, 1.3
PFC 0.6.7, 8.3
PFC/resource relationships 0.6.9, 18.3
primary relationships 17.3
relationships between PFC 0.6.12
relationships between WEMI 0.6.8, 0.6.11
subject relationships 0.6.10, 23.3
works and expressions 0.6.6, 5.3

Corporate bodies

See also Corporate names;
Subordinate corporate bodies
attributes of 11
as creators 19.2.1.1.1
as collaborator with person or family 6.27.1.3
works of an administrative nature 19.2.1.1.1
works recording the collective activity or thought of the body 19.2.1.1.1

See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
date associated with 11.4
definition 0.2.3, 8.1.2, 18.1.2, 29.1.2
events of a corporate body, creators 19.2.1.1.1
Internet addresses 11.9
other designation associated with 11.7
places associated with 11.3, 16.2.2.4
change of jurisdiction or locality 11.3.3.4
changes of place names in names of 16.2.2.7
location of conference, etc. 11.3.2
as other attribute/for differentiation 11.13.1.3
other place associated with the corporate body 11.3.3, 16.2.2.4
punctuation of access points E.1.2.4
relationship designators
component of a merger [corporate body] K.4.3
corporate member [of corporate body] K.4.3
founder [of corporate body] K.2.3
member [of corporate body] K.2.3
membership corporate body [corporate body] K.4.3
predecessor [corporate body] K.4.3
predecessor of split [corporate body] K.4.3
product of merger [corporate body] K.4.3
product of split [corporate body] K.4.3
successor [corporate body] K.4.3
subordinate and related bodies 11.2.2.13–11.2.2.16
type of 11.7.1.4, 11.13.1.2
Corporate body [rd] K.4.1
Corporate history 11.11
Corporate member [of corporate body] [rd] K.4.3
Corporate names 11.2
See also Corporate bodies; Government bodies, names of
Asian languages, names of corporate bodies in 11.2.2.10
capitalization A.2, A.16
changes in preferred name 11.2.2.6
and changes in the title proper of serials 2.3.2.13.1
conventional names 11.2.2.5.4
courts
See Courts
government bodies
See Government bodies, names of
honourific words or phrases 11.2.2.9
incorporation, terms indicating 11.2.2.10
initial articles in 11.2.2.8, C.0
initialisms and acronyms
capitalization A.2.5
punctuation and spacing 8.5.6.2
recording of 11.2.2.7
legislative bodies 11.2.2.14.9, 11.2.2.19
names not conveying the idea of a corporate body
See Names not conveying the idea of...
other terms associated with names of, capitalization A.2.6
preferred name 11.2.2
different forms of the same name 11.2.2.5
more than one language form of the name 11.2.2.5.2
religious bodies
See Religious bodies
religious officials
See Religious officials
variant names 11.2.3
abbreviated forms of 11.2.3.5
alternative linguistic form of name 11.2.3.6
general guidelines 11.2.3.3
initialisms and acronyms 11.2.3.4, 11.2.3.5
other variant names 11.2.3.7
variant spellings 11.2.2.5.1, 11.2.3.5
Corrections
See Inaccuracies
Correspondence as preferred title 6.2.2.10.2
 Corresponding words in another language, abbreviations in B.6
Costume designer [rd] I.3.1
Councils, religious
See Church councils
Countesses
See Titles of nobility
Countries
See also Jurisdiction, larger, in place names; Political jurisdictions
abbreviations B.11
capitalization A.13.2
place names, added to 16.2.2.12
Country associated with a person 9.10
Counts
See Titles of nobility
Court and judicial opinions and decisions
authorized access points 6.29.1.25–6.29.1.26
creators 19.2.1.1.1
See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1, 19.3.2.6,
19.3.2.8, 19.3.2.9
Court governed [rd] I.2.2
Court proceedings
charges to juries
See Charges to juries
civil and noncriminal proceedings 6.29.1.22
creators 19.2.1.1.1
See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
criminal proceedings 6.29.1.21
indictments
See Indictments
judicial decisions and opinions
See Court and judicial opinions and decisions
records of one party 6.29.1.27
Court reporters 6.29.1.18.1, 6.29.1.19
See also examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording
Contributors]
relationship designator I.3.1
Court rules
compilations of rules 6.29.1.11– 6.29.1.12
compilers
See examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording
Contributors]
creators 19.2.1.1.1
See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording
Creators]
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1, 19.3.2.4
for a single court 6.29.1.10
Courtroom arguments
authorized access point 6.29.1.27.2
parties to a legal case 19.3.2.11, 19.3.2.12
Courts 11.2.2.19, 11.2.2.24
See also Court proceedings
ad hoc military courts 11.2.2.21.2
capitalization A.16.2
civil and criminal courts 11.2.2.21.1
Courts, military
See Courts-martial
Courts of inquiry
See Courts-martial
Courts-martial
authorized access point 11.2.2.21.2
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.6
Cover as preferred source of information 2.2.2.2
Coverage of the content 7.3
Creators of works 19.2
corporate bodies as 19.2.1.1.1
more than one 6.27.1.3
See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording
Creators]
principal responsibility for the work not indicated
6.27.1.3
relationship designators 0.6.9, I.2.1
Credits [motion pictures]
See Artistic and/or technical credit
Creeds, theological 6.30.1.4
capitalization A.17.6
other PFC/work relationships 19.3.3.2
preferred title 6.23.2.7
Criminal court proceedings 6.29.1.21
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1, 19.3.2.6
Critique of (expression)/critiqued in (expression) [rd]
M.2.3
Critique of (item )/critiqued in (item ) [rd] M.2.5
Critique of (manifestation )/critiqued in (manifestation )
[rd] M.2.4
Critique of (work)/critiqued in (work) [rd] M.2.2
Croatian language, capitalization A.35
Cross references E.1.3
Curator [rd] I.5.2
Curia, Roman
See Roman Curia
Currency of contents, note on 2.17.12.3
Current owner [rd] I.5.1
Custodial history of item 2.18
Custodian 22.3
Custodial history
data encoding formats, terms for 3.19.3.3
Data type [cartographic resources] 3.19.8.3
Dataset name 2.3.2.1
Date associated with legal works 6.20
date of a treaty 6.20.3
date [year] of promulgation of a law 6.20.2, 6.29.1.29
Date associated with the corporate body 11.4
additions to name 11.4, 11.13.1.5
date of conference 11.4.2
date of establishment 11.4.3
date of termination 11.4.4
period of activity 11.4.5
Date associated with the family 10.4, 10.11.1.3

D

Dame
See Terms of honour and respect
Dancer [rd] I.3.1
Dancing
See Notated movement
Danish language
See also Scandinavian languages
compound surname uncertain F.11.10
initial articles C.2
pronouns, capitalization A.49.5.1
Dashes at beginning of titles
See Titles [resources]:
with punctuation indicating incompleteness
Data encoding formats, terms for 3.19.3.3
Data type [cartographic resources] 3.19.8.3
Dataset name 2.3.2.1
Date associated with legal works 6.20
date of a treaty 6.20.3
date [year] of promulgation of a law 6.20.2, 6.29.1.29
Date associated with the corporate body 11.4
additions to name 11.4, 11.13.1.5
date of conference 11.4.2
date of establishment 11.4.3
date of termination 11.4.4
period of activity 11.4.5
Date associated with the family 10.4, 10.11.1.3

D
Date associated with the person 9.3
  date of birth 9.3.2
date of birth and/or death, as differentiation 9.19.1.3
date of death 9.3.3
differentiating two people with same name and birth years 9.3.2.3
  uncertain dates 9.3.1.3
Date of a treaty 6.20.3
Date of capture 7.11.3
Date of composition [music]
  omission from preferred title 6.14.2.5.1
  parallel title proper 2.3.3.4
  in title proper 2.3.2.8.1
Date of conference 11.4.2, 11.13.1.8.1
  omission from name of conferences 11.2.2.11
Date of distribution 2.9.6
  See also Date of publication
more than one 2.9.2.4
  multipart monographs, serials, and integrating resources 2.9.6.5
  not identified in resource 2.9.6.6
Date of establishment 11.4.3
Date of expression 6.10
  added to access point 6.27.3
  musical works 6.28.3
  religious works 6.24
Date of founding [corporate bodies]
  See Date of establishment
Date of manufacture 2.10.6
  multipart monographs, serials, and integrating resources 2.10.6.5
  not identified in resource 2.10.6.6
Date of production 2.7.6
  archival resources and collections 2.7.6.7
  as chronogram 2.7.6.4
  multipart monographs, serials, and integrating resources 2.7.6.5
  not identified in the resource 2.7.6.6
Date of publication 2.8.6
  beginning
    See Numbering of serials: first issue
  ending
    See Numbering of serials: last issue
  multipart monographs, serials, and integrating resources 2.8.6.5
  not identified in resource 2.8.6.6
Date of termination [corporate body] 11.4.4
Date of usage 8.9
Date of viewing [online resources] 2.17.13.5
Date of work 6.4, 6.27.1.9
  See also Date of publication

Dates
  abbreviations B.5.9
  general guidelines 1.9
  transcription 0.11.4
Dates, approximate
  See Supplied or approximate dates
Dates, differences in 2.2.3.2
Dates in the Christian Calendar App. H
Dates, inclusive 1.8.4
Dates of constitutional conventions 11.2.2.20
Dates of reign 11.2.2.18.1
Dates, supplied 1.9.2
Days of the week, capitalization
  See Calendar divisions, capitalization
Declination [cartographic resources] 7.4.4
Decorations [cartographic resources] 7.4.4
Day of work 6.4, 6.27.1.9
  See also Date of publication

INDEX

Derivatives of proper names, capitalization A.15

RDA: Resource Description and Access
Descendant family [rd] K.3.2
Descendants [rd] K.3.1
Description, multilevel
  See Hierarchical description
Description of (expression)/described in (expression) [rd] M.2.3
Description of (item)/described in (item) [rd] M.2.5
Description of (manifestation)/described in (manifestation) [rd] M.2.4
Description of (work)/described in (work) [rd] M.2.2
Description of item
  See Names of specific areas, e.g., Edition statement; Specific types of material
Description of related WEMI 24.4.3
Description of the subject of the work 23.4.1.2.3
Description, types of 1.1.4, 1.5
  See also Analytical description; Comprehensive description; Hierarchical description
Designation associated with a corporate body, capitalization of A.2.6
Designation of a named revision of an edition 2.5.6
Designation of edition 2.5.2
  See also Edition statement
integral to title proper 2.5.2.6
  terms indicating regular revision or numbering 2.5.2.5
Designations of function
  See Relationship designators [rd]; Statement of function
Designer [rd] I.2.1
Detail, levels of
  See Hierarchical description
Deuterocanonical books 6.23.2.9.4
Devised titles
  archival resources and collections 2.3.2.11.4
cartographic resources 2.3.2.11.2
  compilations of works by different PFC 6.2.2.11.2, 6.27.1.4
  moving image resources 2.3.2.11.3
  music 2.3.2.11.1
  as preferred titles 6.2.2.6.2
  recording of 2.3.2.11
Diacritical marks
  in names of PFC 8.5.4
  in title of the work 6.2.1.6
  transcription 1.7.4
Diagrams [cartographic resources]
  dimensions 3.5.2
  in extent 3.4.2.2
Diameter
  See Dimensions
Differentiation
  See also Differentiation of names
cataloguer’s notes on resources with similar titles 5.9
definition 0.4.3.1, 1.2, 5.2
laws 6.29.1.29
legal works
distinguishing characteristics 6.20–6.22
  participant in a treaty 6.22
musical works with distinctive but similar titles 6.28.1.10
musical works with the same title
  See Key [music]; Medium of performance [music]; Numbers [music]; Other distinguishing characteristics of the expression: musical works of one expression of a work from another
  See Date of expression; Language of expression; Language of the content;
  Other distinguishing characteristic of the expression:
other distinguishing characteristic of the expression 6.12
other identifying attributes of works 6.3–6.6
religious works
  See Date of expression;
  Other distinguishing characteristic of the expression:
religious works
similar authorized access points 6.27.1.9
treaties 0.6.6
works with the same title
  See Date of work; Form of work;
  Other distinguishing characteristic of the work;
Place of origin of the work
Differentiation of names
  See also Additions to names;
Undifferentiated name indicator
  corporate names
  conventional names 11.2.2.5.4
  international bodies 11.2.2.5.3
  more than one language form of the name 11.2.2.5.2
  variant spellings 11.2.2.5.1
families
  different forms of the same name 10.2.2.5
  different names for the same family 10.2.2.6
  prominent member of the family 10.6
persons with the same name 9.19.1.3–9.19.1.7
  identifier for the person 9.18
  other designations, 9.19.1.8
  period of activity of the person 9.3.4, 9.19.1.5
PFC 0.6.7, 8.2
Digest of (expression)/digested as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Digest of (work)/digested as (work) [rd] J.2.2
Digests of court reports
  authorized access point 6.29.1.20
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1
Digital file characteristics 3.19
  encoded bitrate 3.19.7
  encoding format 3.19.3
  file size 3.19.4
  file type 3.19.2
  regional encoding 3.19.6
  resolution 3.19.5
  sound characteristics
    See Sound characteristics
  video
    See Video characteristics
Digital object identifier
  See Identifiers for resources: manifestations
Digital recordings [audio] 3.16.2.3
Digital representation of cartographic content 3.19.8
Digital resources
  See also Digital file characteristics
  file names 2.3.2.1
  generation of reproduction 3.10.3
  scale 7.25.1.3
Digital transfer (item)/ digital transfer of (item) [rd] J.5.2
Digital transfer (manifestation)/digital transfer of (manifestation) [rd] J.4.2
Digitally encoded video [media type] 3.19
Dimensions 3.5
  See also Specific formats, e.g., Filmstrips
  abbreviations B.7
  of carrier or container 3.5
  changes in 3.5.1.8
  notes 3.21.3, 3.22.3
  resources consisting of more than one carrier 3.5.1.6
Dioceses
  Catholic Church 11.2.2.27
  other religious bodies 11.2.2.27
Dioramas
  See Three-dimensional forms
Diplomatic conferences, conventional names for 11.2.2.5.4n
Director [motion pictures] [rd] I.2.2
Director of photography [motion pictures] [rd] I.2.2
Directors, relationship designators for
  art director [motion pictures] [rd] I.3.1
  director [motion pictures] I.2.2
  director of photography [motion pictures] I.2.2
  film director I.2.2
  musical director I.3.1
  radio director I.2.2
  stage director I.3.1
  television director I.2.2
Disabled users
  See Accessibility content
Disambiguation
  See Differentiation
Discs
  analog, playing speed 3.16.4.3
  digital, playing speed 3.16.4.3
  dimensions 3.5.1.4.4
Discs [videorecordings]
  See Videodiscs
Disputations, academic
  See Praeses [academic disputations]; Respondents [academic disputations]
Disputed territories
  authorized access points 11.13.1.1
  dates associated with 11.13.1.5
  office of governor 11.2.2.18.4
  other designations 11.13.1.7
  type of jurisdiction 11.7.1.6
Dissertation or thesis information 7.9
Distinction, titles of
  See Terms of honour and respect
Distribution date
  See Date of distribution
Distribution statement 2.9
  date of distribution 2.9.6
  distributor's name 2.9.4
  facsimiles and reproductions 2.9.1.3
  ISBD punctuation D.1.2.5
  notes 2.17.8
  parallel information
    See Parallel distribution information
  place of distribution 2.9.2
Distributors
  manifestations of works 21.4
  relationship designators I.4.3
Distributor's name 2.9.4
  changes in 2.9.1.5
  more than one 2.9.4.5
  no distributor identified 2.9.4.7
  omissions from corporate hierarchies 2.9.4.3
  statement of function 2.9.4.4
Divisions
  See Departments [subordinate body]
Documents, capitalization A.18
Donor [rd] I.5.1
Double leaves in extent of text 3.4.5.11
Double-sided layout
  See Layout
Doubtful information
See Uncertain information
Draftsman [rd] I.3.1
Dramatic works, incidental music to 6.28.1.8
Dramatization of (expression)/dramatized as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Dramatization of (work)/dramatized as (work) [rd] J.2.2
Drawings
See Still images
Dubbed motion pictures
See Language of the content
Dubbed version of/dubbed version [rd] J.3.2
Dublin Core, relation to RDA 0.3.5
Duchesses
See Titles of nobility
Dukes
See Titles of nobility
Duplicate
See Generation of reproduction: motion picture film
Duplicated paging 3.4.5.12, 3.21.2.7
Duration [playing time] 7.22, B.5.3
Dutch language
capitalization A.38
initial articles C.2
surnames with prefixes A.38.2, F.11.3

E
Earlier title as part of title of serial 2.3.1.4
Earlier title proper [integrating resources] 2.3.7
Earls
See Titles of nobility
Early cartographic resources, dimensions 3.5.2.2
Early printed resources
See also Works created before 1501
extent
advertising matter 3.4.5.3.2
complicated or irregular paging 3.4.5.8
notes 3.21.2.9
unnumbered pages 3.4.5.3.2
extent of sheets 3.4.5.14
extent of single volume 3.4.5.2
formats 3.12.1.3
item-specific carrier characteristics, note on 3.22.1.4
numbers expressed as numerals or words 1.8
preferred source of information 2.2.2.2
Eastern Church, autocephalous patriarchates of 11.2.2.5.4
See also Orthodox Eastern Church, liturgical works
Ecclesiastical officials
See Religious officials
Ecclesiastical principalities of the Holy Roman Empire 11.2.2.27
Ecclesiastics, Thai Buddhist F.10.1.4.2
Economic systems, capitalization A.16.4
Edition, date of
See Date of publication
Edition of a previously existing work 6.27.1.5
Edition statement 2.5
See also Designation of edition
capitalization A.5
changes in 2.5.1.6
designation of edition 2.5.2
facsimiles and reproductions
See Specific type of edition statement, e.g.,
Parallel edition information
integrating resources, changes in 1.6.3.4
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.3
named revisions of an edition 2.5.6–2.5.9
notes 2.17.4
parallel information
See Parallel edition information;
Parallel statement of responsibility
relating to issues or parts 2.5.1.5, 2.17.4.3
serials, changes in 1.6.2.5
statement of responsibility
See Statement of responsibility: edition information in
Editors
See also examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]; Statement of function
relationship designators
teditor of moving image work [rd] I.3.1
teditor [rd] I.3.1	of serials 2.4.1.4
Electronic reproduction (item)/electronic reproduction of (item) [rd] J.5.2
Electronic reproduction (manifestation)/electronic reproduction of (manifestation) [rd] J.4.2
Electronic resources
See Digital resources
Elements, capitalization of A.9
See also Core elements
Ellipsoids [cartographic content] 7.26.1.3
E-mail addresses
corporate bodies 11.9
persons 9.12.1.3
Embassies and consulates 11.2.2.14.13, 11.2.2.23
Embossed braille
See Tactile resources: production method
Emissaries, papal 11.2.2.29
Emperors and empresses
See Royalty
Employee [rd] K.2.3
Employer [rd] K.4.1
Emulsion on microfilm and microfiche 3.7.2
Enacting jurisdiction [rd] I.2.1
Encoded bitrate [digital file characteristics] 3.19.7
Encoding format
digital file characteristic 3.19.3
for RDA data 0.12
Engineering drawings
See Still images
England, place names 16.2.2.10.1
English language
capitalization A.12–A.32
initial articles C.2
surnames with prefixes F.11.4
Engraver [rd] I.4.1
Ensembles [performing group]
See Performing groups
Entries
See Access points
Epithets
See also Given names [forenames]; Words or phrases as names
capitalization A.11.8
names in Arabic alphabet F.1.1.4
Epoch [cartographic resources] 7.6
Eponyms
See Derivatives of proper names, capitalization
Equalization system [audio recordings]
See Special playback characteristics
Equinox [cartographic resources] 7.5
Equipment or system requirements 3.20
See also Media type
Equivalent item [rd] J.5.2
Equivalent item, relationship designators for J.5.2
Equivalent manifestation [rd] J.4.2
Equivalent manifestations, relationship designators J.4.2
Errata
See Inaccuracies
Errata (expression)/errata to (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Errata (work)/errata to (work) [rd] J.2.5
Esquire in a name, capitalization A.11.6
Essays as preferred title 6.2.2.10.2
Establishment of corporate body, date of 11.4.3
e tc., use of B.5.10, B.7n2
Etcher [rd] I.4.1
Ethnic groups, capitalization A.12
Eucharist, capitalization A.17.7

See also Masses
Evaluation of (expression)/evaluated in (expression) [rd] M.2.3
Evaluation of (item)/evaluated in (item) [rd] M.2.5
Evaluation of (manifestation)/evaluated in (manifestation) [rd] M.2.4
Evaluation of (work)/evaluated in (work) [rd] M.2.2
Events
See Corporate bodies:
Historical events and periods, capitalization;
Religious events and concepts, capitalization
Events, corporate body as creator of 19.2.1.1.1
See also examples under 19.2.1.3
Executive agencies or ministries of government 11.2.2.14.7
Executive bodies as government 11.2.2.18.2
Executive orders
See Official communications
Exemplar of manifestation 17.11
Exhibitions
See Conferences
Exhibits
See Three-dimensional forms
Expanded as (expression)/expanded version of (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Expanded as (work)/expanded version of (work)[rd] J.2.2
Expanded name
See also Fuller form of name; Initialisms and acronyms
for the corporate body 11.2.3.4
for places 16.2.3.5
Expeditions of a corporate body, creators for 19.2.1.1.1
See also Corporate bodies: examples under 19.2.1.3
Explanation of relationship
related corporate bodies 32.2
related expressions 26.2
related families 31.2
related persons 30.2
related works 25.2
Explanatory references E.1.3.4
Expression as subject of a work, relationship designators M.2.3
Expression manifested 17.10
Expressions
authorized access points 6.27.3
contributors 20.2
date of expression for religious works 6.24
dates of 6.10
definition 0.2.2, 1.1.5, 5.1.2, 17.1.2, 18.1.4, 24.1.2
direct expression 17.5
language 6.11
notes on 7.29
other distinguishing characteristic 6.12
other distinguishing characteristic of the expression [musical works] 6.18
PFC/expression relationships 20
related expressions 26
variant access points 6.27.4.5
Extensions to treaties
See Protocols to treaties
Extent 3.4
See also Carrier type; Subunits; Units
bibliographic volumes different from physical volumes 3.4.5.16
cartographic resources 3.4.2
exact number of units not readily ascertainable 3.4.1.4
incomplete resources 3.4.1.10
notated music 3.4.3
notes 3.21.2, 3.22.2
other terms used to designate the type of unit 3.4.1.5
sets of units with identical content 3.4.1.6
still image 3.4.4
text
See Pagination; Text, extent
three-dimensional forms 3.4.6
Extent of storage space 3.4.1.11.2, B.5.2
Eye-readable labels as preferred sources of information microforms 2.2.2.2
moving images 2.2.2.3

F
Facsimile contained in (manifestation)/facsimile container of (manifestation) [rd] J.4.4
Facsimile (item)/ facsimile of (item) [rd] J.5.2
Facsimile (manifestation)/facsimile of (manifestation) [rd] J.4.2
Facsimiles and reproductions
Bible 6.30.3.2
carrier, description of 3.1.3
description 1.11
distribution statement 2.9.1.3
edition statement 2.5.1.3
identifier for the item 2.20.1.3
identifier for the manifestation 2.15.1.3
manufacture statement 2.10.1.3
numbering of serials 2.6.1.3
photocopies 3.9.2.3
production statement 2.7.1.3
publication statement 2.8.1.3
religious manuscripts 6.30.4
series statement 2.12.1.3
sources of information 2.2.3.3
statement of responsibility 2.4.1.3
with title different from original 2.3.2.3
titles 2.3.1.3
Fairs
See Conferences; Corporate bodies
Families [groups of related persons] 10
capitalization A.2, A.2.6
changes in 10.2.2.7
as creators
See examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
as creators of serials 19.2.1.1.3
date associated with family 10.4
definition 0.2.3, 8.1.2, 18.1.2, 29.1.2
different forms of the same name 10.2.2.5
different names for the same family 10.2.2.6
place associated with family 10.5
preferred name 10.2.2
prominent member of family 10.6
punctuation of access points E.1.2.3
type family 10.11.2.3
type of family 10.3
variant names 10.2.3.3–10.2.3.6
Family history 10.9
Family member [rd] K.2.2
Family names [groups of related persons]
See Families [groups of related persons]
Family names [surnames] 10.2.2.8
Family [rd] K.3.1
Festivals
See Conferences
Festschriften, honouree of
See Other person, family, or corporate body: associated with a work
Fiches
See Microfiches
Fictitious entities, names of 9.0
Fictitious information
in distribution statement 2.9.2.3, 2.9.4.3, 2.9.6.3
in manufacture statement 2.10.2.3, 2.10.4.3, 2.10.6.3
in production statement 2.7.2.3, 2.7.6.3
in publication statement 2.8.2.3, 2.8.4.3, 2.8.6.3
Fictitious persons 9.6.1.7, 9.19.1.2.6
Field of activity
capitalization A.2.4
corporate bodies 11.10
of the person 9.15
Figures
See Numerals
Fijian language, initial articles C.2
File names [digital resources] 2.3.2.1
File size [digital file characteristic] 3.19.4
File type [digital file characteristic] 3.19.2
Files, computer
See Digital resources
Filial indicators
See also Patronymics: Relationship, words indicating
Indonesian names F.6.1.3
Malay names F.7.1.3
Film cartridges
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.2
Film cassettes
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.3
Film director [rd] I.2.2
Film distributor [rd] I.4.3
Film producer [motion pictures] [rd] I.2.2
Film reels
See also Moving image resources
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.9
Film rolls
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.10
Film trailers, supplied other title information 2.3.4.6
Filmed with (item) [rd] J.5.5
Filmed with (manifestation) [rd] J.4.5
Filmmaker [rd] I.2.1
Films
See Microforms: Motion pictures
Films, sound track
See Sound-track films
Filmslips
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.5
number of frames 3.4.1.7.2
Filmstrip cartridges
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.2
Filmstrips
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.5
number of frames 3.4.1.7.2
Finding aid (expression)/finding aid for (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Finding aid (work)/finding aid for (work) [rd] J.2.5
"Fingerprints" [identifiers for manifestation] 2.15.1
Finnish language, capitalization A.39
First editions, statement of responsibility for 2.5.4.3
Flash cards
See Still images
Flash drives
See Carrier type: other terms used to describe the type of unit
Flemish names, surnames with prefixes F.11.3
Flipcharts
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.6
number of sheets 3.4.1.7.3
Floppy disks
See Discs
Folded leaves in extent of text 3.4.5.10
Foliation
See also Leaves
in devised title for repository holding 6.2.2.7
in irregular paging 3.4.5.8
Font size 3.13
Foreign languages, capitalization A.31–A.53
See also Specific language, e.g., Dutch language
Forenames
See Given names [forenames]
Form of
See Notated music: form of
Form of composition [music]
See Type of composition [music]
Form of name
See Variant names
Form of notated movement
See Notated movement
Form of notation
See Notated movement: Notated music:
Script [writing system]: Tactile resources: form of tactile notation
Form of work 6.3.6.27.1.9
Format of notated music 7.20
See also Scores [music]
Former owner [rd] I.5.1
Founded corporate body [rd] K.4.1, K.4.2
Founder [corporate body] [rd] K.2.3
Founder [of family]
See Progenitor [rd]
Founding family [rd] K.3.3
Founding of corporate body
See Date of establishment
FRAD
See Functional Requirements for Authority Data, [FRAD]
Fraternal orders, conventional names 11.2.2.5.4n
FRBR
Free translation of (expression)/freely translated as (expression) [rd] J.3.2

Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records [FRBR]
Free translation of (expression)/freely translated as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Free translation of (work)/freely translated as (work) [rd] J.2.2

French language
capitalization A.40
initial articles C.2
sumnames with prefixes A.40.3, F.11.5
titles of nobility App. G

Frequency [serials or integrating resources]
in designation of edition 2.5.2.5
integrating resources 2.14
notes 2.17.12
serials 2.14

FRSAD See Functional Requirements for Subject Authority Data [FRSAD]

Full scores
See Scores [music]

Full stops
in initialisms and acronyms 11.2.3.5
with initials 1.7.6
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.1, D.1.2.2
separating common title from title of part 2.3.1.7.1

Fuller form of name
See also Initialisms and acronyms: corporate names; Initials
personal names 9.2.2.5.1, 9.5, 9.19.1.4
place names 16.2.2.13

Function, designations of
See Relationship designators [rd]; Statement of function

Functional objectives and principles of RDA
manifestation or item 1.2
overview 0.4
PFC 8.2
for PFC/resource relationships 18.2
and primary relationships 17.2
relationships between PFC 29.2
relationships between WEMI 24.2
works and expressions 5.2

Functional Requirements for Authority Data [FRAD]
and core elements 0.6.1
and structure of RDA 0.2.3, 0.5

Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records [FRBR]
and core elements 0.6.1
and structure of RDA 0.2.2, 0.5

Galician language, initial articles C.2
Games
See Three-dimensional forms
Gauge
See Dimensions
Gender of person 9.7
General material designation
See Carrier type; Content type; Media type
Generation of reproduction 3.10
audio recordings 3.10.2
digital resources 3.10.3
microform 3.10.4
motion picture film 3.10.5
videotape 3.10.6
Generically named subordinate bodies
corporate bodies 11.2.2.14.3
government bodies 11.2.2.14.3

Genre of work
See Form of work

Geographic features, capitalization A.13.1
Geographic names
See Place names

Geologic terms, capitalization A.24
German language
capitalization A.41
initial articles C.2
sumnames with prefixes F.11.6

Given names [forenames]

See also Personal names
Arabic names [ism names] F.1.1.4
hyphens in 8.5.5
in names in religion 9.4.1.8
as part of a phrase 9.2.2.22
preceded by a term of address 9.2.2.23
as preferred name 9.2.2.18–9.2.2.26
roman numerals with 9.2.2.18
for saints known by given name 9.2.2.18.1
Thai Buddhist monastics F.10.1.4.1

Globes [cartographic resources]
dimensions 3.5.1.4.13
in extent 3.4.2.13

Glosses
See Differentiation;
Names not conveying the idea of …
God, capitalization  
  See Deities, capitalization

Government agencies 11.2.2.13–11.2.2.16, 11.2.2.19
  See also Government bodies, names of

Government bodies, names of 11.2.2.13–11.2.2.18
  capitalization A.16.2
  changes in place name in 16.2.2.7
  committees and commissions 11.2.2.14.2
  constitutional conventions 11.2.2.20
  conventional names 11.2.2.5.4, 16.2.2.1, 16.4
  courts
    See Courts
departments, branches, etc. 11.2.2.14.1
direct or indirect subdivision 11.2.2.15
general guidelines 11.2.2.14.1
generic names 11.2.2.14.3
government officials
  See Government officials
  heads of
    See Heads of government, titles of office;
    Heads of state

legislative bodies
  See Legislative bodies

names not conveying the idea of a government body 11.2.2.14.4
treaties
  See Treaties and international agreements
type of jurisdiction added to 11.7.1.5, 11.13.1.6

Government officials
  as creators 19.2.1.1.2
titles of office
    capitalization A.11.5.3
governors of dependent territories 11.2.2.18.4
    heads of international intergovernmental bodies 11.2.2.18.3
    heads of state or government 11.2.2.14.8,
    11.2.2.18.1–11.2.2.18.2
    other officials 11.2.2.18.5

Governors
  See also Official communications
  of dependent or occupied territories, office of 11.2.2.18.4
  as head of state 11.2.2.18.1

Grandchildren of royal persons 9.4.1.4.3

Granting institution or faculty 7.9.3

Graphic novelization of (expression)/adapted as graphic novel (expression) [rd] J.3.2

Graphic novelization of (work)/adapted as graphic novel (work) [rd] J.2.2

Great Britain, place names
  See British Isles, place names

Greek language
  abbreviations B.9
  initial articles C.2
  preferred titles for Byzantine and Classical Greek works 6.2.2.5

Greek versus other language of names 9.2.2.5.2

Gregorian calendar
  addition of dates from 0.11.4
  in date statement
    See Specific date statements, e.g.,
    Date of publication

Groove characteristics [analog discs] 3.16.5

Groups, performing
  See Performing groups

Guide (expression)/guide to (expression) [rd] J.3.5

Guide (work)/guide to (work) [rd] J.2.5

Handicapped users
  See Accessibility content;
  Visually-impaired users, works for

Harmonies of scriptural passages 6.30.1.3

Harmonizers of scripture
  See examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]

Hawaiian language, initial articles C.2

Headings E.2
  See also Access points

Headquarters of corporate bodies
  See Other place associated with the corporate body

Heads of government, titles of office 11.2.2.18.2
  See also Official communications

Heads of state
  See also Royalty
  as creator 19.2.1.1.1
    See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]

official communications
  See Official communications

titles of office 11.2.2.18.1

Hearings
  See Corporate bodies

Hebrew language
  abbreviations B.10
  capitalization A.2.2, A.4
  initial articles A.2.2, A.4, C.2
  names A.2.2

Height
  See Dimensions

Height of separate physical units bound together 3.5.1.4.14

Hereditary titles of families 10.2.3.5, 10.7
See also Titles of nobility
Hierarchical description
definition 1.1.4
uses of 1.5.4
Hierarchical subordinate [rd] K.4.3
Hierarchical superior [rd] K.4.3
Hindu scriptures
See Aranyakas, ; Brahmanas, ; Jaina Ágama, ; Upanishads: Vedas
Historical events and periods, capitalization A.19
History of family 10.9
History of the work 6.7
Holidays, capitalization A.22
Holographs 3.9.2.3
See also Manuscripts and manuscript groups
Holy Roman Empire
ecclesiastical princes 9.4.1.7
ecclesiastical principalities 11.2.2.27
Holy See, treaties of 6.19.2.7
See also Catholic Church
Honorary words or phrases in corporate names 11.2.2.9
Honour, terms of
See Terms of honour and respect
Honouree of item [rd] I.5.2
Honouree [rd] l.2.2
Honours
See Academic degrees
Horizontal scale of cartographic content 7.25.3
Host institution [rd] I.2.2
Host (performer) [rd] I.3.1
See also On-screen presenter [rd]
Hours, books of
See Liturgical works
Hungarian language
capitalization A.42
initial articles C.2
Hymnals 19.3.3.1
See also Liturgical works
Hyphenated compound words, capitalization A.29
Hyphenated prefixes, capitalization A.30

I [personal pronoun], capitalization A.28
Iban names F.7.1.1
See also Malay names
Iban titles App. G
Icelandic language
initial articles C.2
names F.4
Icons

See Still images
Identical names, distinguishing
See Differentiation
Identifiable subject system
authorized access point 23.4.1.2.2
definition 23.1.5
Identifier for the subject 23.4.1.2.1
Identifiers for PFC
corporate bodies 11.12
referenceing 32.1.1.3
families 10.8
person 9.18
related family 31.1.1.3
related person 30.1.1.3
related PFC 29.4.1
and relationships to a resource 18.4.1.1
Identifiers for resources
expressions 6.13
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.9
items 2.20
facsimiles and reproductions 2.20.1.3
incorrect identifiers 2.20.1.5
related items 28.1.1.3
manifestations 2.15
See also Plate numbers [music]; Publisher's numbers for music
facsimiles and reproductions 2.15.1.3
incorrect identifier 2.15.1.6
more than one 2.15.1.5
qualifier for the identifier 2.15.1.7
related manifestations 27.1.1.3
primary relationships 17.4.2.1
related expressions 26.1.1.3
related WEMI 24.4.1
related works 25.1.1.3
works 6.8
Identities, different, for an individual responsible for a work
See also Alternate identity [rd]; Real identity [rd]
authorized access point 6.27.1.7
personal names 9.2.2.8
IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions)
and FRAD 0.2.1
and FRBR 0.2.1
and FRSAD 0.2.1
Statement of International Cataloguing Principles 0.4.1
Illuminator [rd] I.5.2
Illustrations (expression)/illustrations for (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Illustrations (work)/illustrations for (work) [rd] J.2.5
Illustrative content
  added to previously existing work 6.27.1.6
  in content description 7.15
Illustrator [rd] I.3.1
  See also examples under 20.2.1.3 (Recording Contributors)
Image description
  See Accessibility content
Image encoding formats, terms for 3.19.3.3
Images
  See Moving image resources; Still images
Imaginary places
  See Legendary places, capitalization
Imitated as (expression)/imitation of (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Imitated as (work)/imitation of (work) [rd] J.2.2
Immediate source of acquisition of item 2.19
Impeachments 19.3.2.6
Impressions
  See Edition statement
Imprint
  See Publication statement
In series (work)/series container of (work) [rd] J.2.4
Inaccuracies
  errata (expression)/errata to (expression) [rd] J.3.5
  errata (work)/errata to (work) [rd] J.2.5
  incorrect identifier for manifestation 2.15.1.6
  incorrect numbering within series 2.17.11.4
  incorrect uniform resource locator 4.6.1.4
  in items
    incorrect identifiers 2.20.1.5
    misleading page numbering 3.4.5.5
    supplementary information correcting 0.4.3.5
    in title 2.17.2.4
    in titles of serials or integrating resources 2.3.1.4
    transcription 1.7.9
Incidental music (expression)/incidental music for (expression) J.3.5
Incidental music (work)/incidental music for (work) J.2.5
Incidental music to dramatic works 6.28.1.8
Inclusive dates and numbers 1.8.4
Incomplete resources
  See also Selections
  extent 3.4.1.10
  extent of incomplete volume 3.4.5.6
Incorporation, terms indicating [corporate names] 11.2.2.10
Incorrect information
  See Inaccuracies
Incumbent [rd] K.2.3
Incunabula
  See Early printed resources;
  Works created before 1501
Index (expression)/index to (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Index (work)/index to (work) [rd] J.2.5
Indexes
  See Supplementary content
Indexes of court reports 19.3.2.1
  See also Citations to court reports
Indexing for (expression)/indexed in (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Indexing for (work)/indexed in (work) [rd] J.2.2
Indic names
  before mid-nineteenth century F.5.1.1
  modern names F.5.1.2
Indictments
  authorized access point 6.29.1.23
  creators 19.2.1.1.1
  See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
  other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1
  person or corporate body indicted 19.3.2.7
Indirect subdivisions in corporate names
  See Subdivision, direct or indirect
Indonesian language
  names F.6
  titles App. G
Initial articles App. C
  Arabic and Hebrew, capitalization A.2.2, A.4
  in characterizing words or phrases 9.2.2.25
  in corporate names 11.2.2.8
  in place names 16.2.2.4
    capitalization A.13.1
    variant names 16.2.3.4
  in title of the work 6.2.1.7
Initial title element [music]
  See Preferred title for the work: musical works
Initialisms and acronyms
  See also Expanded name
  corporate names
    capitalization A.2.5
    punctuation and spacing 8.5.6.2
    recording of 11.2.2.7
    variant names 11.2.3.4, 11.2.3.5
  place names 16.2.3.6
    spacing of 1.7.6
    spacing of, in titles 6.2.1.8
    as title of serial or integrating resources 2.3.2.5
Initials
  See also Fuller form of name
  in family names 8.5.6.1
in personal names

of Christian religious orders, added to given name
9.4.1.8

Indonesian names F.6.1.3

names consisting of initials, separate letters, or numerals 9.2.2.21

representing surnames 9.2.2.9.1

spacing of 8.5.6.1

Inscriber [rd] I.5.2

Inserted in/insert [rd] J.4.4

Institutions

See Corporate bodies

Institutions hosting an exhibition or event

See Other person, family, or corporate body: associated with a work

Instrumental music

medium of performance 6.15.1.4

for orchestra, string orchestra, or band 6.15.1.7

solo instruments with accompanying ensemble 6.15.1.8

Instrumentalist [rd] I.3.1

Instruments, musical

See Musical instruments

Insurgencies

See Disputed territories

Integrating resources

See also Integrating resources, changes in

analytical description 1.5.3, 2.1.3.4

comprehensive description 1.5.2, 2.1.2.4

dates of

distribution 2.9.6.5

manufacture 2.10.6.5

production 2.7.6.5

publication 2.8.6.5

definition 1.1.3

ever titles 2.3.1.4

See also Integrating resources, changes in:

title proper

edition statements indicating regular revision or numbering 2.5.2.5

frequency 2.14, 2.17.12

inaccuracies in titles 2.3.1.4

iteration as basis for identification of 2.17.13.4

merged or absorbed

See Absorbed resources: Merged resources

mode of issuance 2.13.1.3 [table 2.1]

notes on changes in content characteristics 7.29.2.3.2

other title information

See Integrating resources: frequency

sections or supplements to 6.27.2.2

title as acronym or initialism 2.3.2.5

Integrating resources, changes in

affecting the identification of the work 6.1.3.3

carrier characteristics 3.1.6.2, 3.21.4.3.2

dimensions 3.5.1.8.2, 3.21.3.4.2

distribution statement 2.9.1.5.3, 2.17.8.4.3

edition statement 2.5.1.6.3, 2.17.4.5.3

frequency 2.17.12.4

manufacture statement 2.10.1.5.3, 2.17.9.4.3

new description 1.6.3

other title information 2.3.4.7.3

parallel other title information 2.3.5.4.3

production statement 2.7.1.5.3, 2.17.6.4.3

publication statement 2.8.1.5.3, 2.17.7.5.3

relationship designators J.2.6, J.3.6

responsibility of PFC associated with a resource 18.4.2.3

series statement 2.12.1.6.2, 2.17.11.5.2

statement of responsibility 2.4.1.10.3, 2.17.3.6.3, 6.1.3.3.1

title proper

earlier title proper 2.3.7

parallel title proper 2.3.3.5.3

title proper 2.3.2.12.3, 6.1.3.3.2

Intended audience 7.7

Intergovernmental bodies

See International and intergovernmental bodies

Interjections, capitalization A.28

International and intergovernmental bodies

degations to 11.2.2.14.14, 11.2.2.24

heads of, title of 11.2.2.18.3

names 11.2.2.5.3, 11.2.2.5.4, 11.2.2.54

 treaties 6.19.2.7, 6.29.1.15

International Conference on Cataloguing Principles 0.3n

International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions

See International and intergovernmental bodies

International organizations and alliances, capitalization A.16.1

International Standard Book Number

See Identifiers for resources: manifestations; Standard numbers, punctuation of

International Standard Serial Number

See ISSN [International Standard Serial Number]

Internationalization of RDA 0.11

Internet

See Online resources; URLs [uniform resource locators]

Interviewee [rd] I.2.1, I.3.1

Interviewer [rd] I.2.1, I.3.1
Introductory words not intended to be part of the title 2.3.1.6

Inventor [rd] I.2.1
Irish language, initial articles C.2
Irregular paging 3.4.5.8
ISBD [International Standard Bibliographic Description] D.1
alignment of ISBD and RDA element sets D.1.1
in examples 0.10
punctuation D.1.2
relation to RDA 0.3.3
ISBN [International Standard Book Number]
See Identifiers for resources: manifestations; Standard numbers, punctuation of
ISSN [International Standard Serial Number]
See also Identifiers for resources: manifestations; Standard numbers, punctuation of
key title 2.3.9
of series 2.12.8
of subseries 2.12.16
Issued with [rd] J.4.5
Issues [serials], notes on 2.17.13
Issuing agents 19.3.2.3
Issuing body [rd] I.2.2
Italian language
capitalization A.43
initial articles C.2
surnames with prefixes, F11.7
Item as subject of a work, relationship designators M.2.5
Items
core elements 0.6.2, 1.3
custodian 22.3
definition 0.2.2, 1.1.5, 17.1.2, 18.1.4, 24.1.2
as exemplars of manifestation 17.11
identification of 2
identifiers for 2.20
notes on 2.21
other associated PFC 22.4
owner 22.2
PFC/item relationships 22
related items, referencing 28.1.1.3
Item-specific carrier characteristics, note on 3.22
Iteration as basis for the identification of an integrating resources 2.17.13.4

J

Jaina Āgama [Jain canon] 6.23.2.16
Japanese language, ordinal numerals 1.8.5
Jazz music
See Popular music, arrangements

Jewish liturgical works 6.23.2.8, 6.30.1.7
Jewish sacred scriptures 6.23.2.10– 6.23.2.12
See also Bible
Jigsaw puzzles
See Three-dimensional forms
Joint authors
See Collaborative works
Joint commissions and committees 11.2.2.16
Joint creators 19.2.1.1.1
Joint pseudonyms
See Persons
Journals [periodicals]
See Serials
Judge [rd] I.2.2
Judgements, legal
See Court and judicial opinions and decisions
Judges
and charges to juries 19.3.2.10
opinions and decisions 6.29.1.25– 6.29.1.26
of Scottish Court of Session 9.2.2.16
Judicial bodies
See Courts
Judicial decisions
See Court and judicial opinions and decisions
Julian calendar, addition of dates from 0.11.4
Jumbo braille
See Font size
Junior
See also Relationship, words indicating
capitalization in name A.11.6
following surnames 9.2.2.9.5
Juntas
See Ruling executive bodies
Juries, charges to
See Charges to juries
Jurisdiction governed [rd] I.2.2
Jurisdiction, larger, in place names
place of distribution 2.9.2.3, 2.9.6.3
place of manufacture 2.10.2.3, 2.10.2.6.3
place of production 2.7.2.3, 2.7.2.6.2
place of publication 2.8.2.3, 2.8.2.6.2
Jurisdiction, type of
added to government names 11.7.1.5, 11.13.1.6
added to names of local places of worship 11.13.1.3
disputed areas 11.7.1.6
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.2
place names 16.2.2.8
political, capitalization A.13.2
See also Government bodies, names of
Jurisdictional islands, place names 16.2.2.11
K

Kannada names F.5.1.2
Karen names F.2
Key [music] 6.17
  as addition to access point 6.28.1.9.3
  as differentiation 6.28.1.10.1
  omission from preferred title 6.14.2.5.1
  parallel title proper 2.3.3.4
  in title proper 2.3.2.8.1
Key title 2.3.9
Keyboard instruments 6.28.1.9.1
Kings
  See Royalty
Knightly orders, conventional names 11.2.2.5.4n
Koran [Qur'an] 6.23.2.18
Korean language, ordinal numerals 1.8.5

L

Lady
  See Terms of honour and respect
"Lady of Quality, A"
  See Characterizing words or phrases
Landscape architect [rd] I.2.1
Language and script
  general guidelines 1.4
  more than one
    See Specific elements, e.g., title proper
PFC 8.4
  place names 16.2.2.6
  preferred source of information in 2.2.3.1
  transcription 0.11.2
  works and expressions 5.4
Language of expression 6.11
  more than one 6.11.1.4
  musical works 6.28.3
Language of the content
  basic instructions 7.12
  script used to express language content 7.13.2
Language of the corporate body 11.8
Language of the family 10.8
Language of the person 9.14
Language preference, definition 8.2
Language, programming 3.20.1.3
Languages, names of, capitalization A.12
Large print text, font size 3.13
Later title proper [multipart monograph or serial] 2.3.8
Latin alphabet abbreviations B.7
Latin language
  capitalization

See English language: capitalization
  versus other language of names 9.2.2.5.2
Roman names F.9
Latitude [cartographic resources] 7.4.2
Law reports, citations, digests, etc. 6.29.1.20
  compilers
    See Contributors
  of more than one court 6.29.1.19
  of one court 6.29.1.18
    ascribed to a reporter by name 6.29.1.18.1
    not ascribed to a reporter by name 6.29.1.18.2
  other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1
Laws
  See also Legal works
  additions to access points 6.29.1.29
  administrative regulations that are laws 6.29.1.4
  ancient laws 6.29.1.6
  annotated editions
    See Commentaries
  bills and drafts of legislation 6.29.1.5
  compilers
    See examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]
  date of promulgation of 6.20.2
  governing more than one jurisdiction 6.29.1.3
  governing one jurisdiction 6.29.1.2
  laws with derived regulations issued together 6.29.1.8
  of a political jurisdiction
    creators 19.2.1.1.1
      See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
    other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.1
  preferred title 6.19.2.6, 6.19.2.5–6.19.2.6
  preferred title, compilations of 6.19.2.5.1
  preferred title, single laws 6.19.2.5.2
  variant access points 6.29.3.2
Laws, ancient 6.19.2.6, 6.29.1.6
Laws, commentaries on
  See Commentaries
Laws, customary
  See Laws, ancient
Laws, medieval
  See Laws, ancient
Laws, tribal
  See Laws, ancient
Lawyers
  courtroom arguments 6.29.1.27.2
  records of one party 19.3.2.12
Layout
  cartographic images 3.11
tactile notated music 3.11

tactile text 3.11

Leaves
See also Foliation; Pagination
double leaves 3.4.5.11
folded leaves 3.4.5.10
as leaves or pages of plates 3.4.5.9

Lectionaries 19.3.3.1
See also Liturgical works

Legal briefs 6.29.1.27.1, 6.29.1.27.2

Legal expressions
authorized access points 6.29.2
punctuation of access points E.1.2.5.2
variant access points 6.29.3.4

Legal works 6.29.1.2, 6.29.1.28
additions to access points 6.29.1.29–6.29.1.32
additions to other legal works 6.29.1.31
administrative regulations promulgated by government agencies that are not laws 6.29.1.7–6.29.1.9
annotated editions
See Commentaries

compilations
administrative regulations 6.29.1.9
court proceedings
See Court proceedings
court rules 6.29.1.11–6.29.1.12
laws 6.19.2.5.1
laws governing more than one jurisdiction 6.29.1.3

Constitutions, charters, etc.
court proceedings 6.29.1.21–6.29.1.28
court rules
See Court rules

creators 19.2.1.1.1
general guidelines 6.29.1.1
law reports, citations, digests
See Law reports, citations, digests, etc.
laws
See Laws

other distinguishing characteristics 6.21, B.5.10
other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2
preferred title 6.19.2
punctuation of access points E.1.2.5.2
titles 6.19
treaties
See Treaties and international agreements

variant access points 6.29.3
variant titles 6.19.3

Legends
Librettos
authorized access point 6.28.1.2
relationship designators
librettist I.2.1
libretto based on (expression)/adapted as libretto (expression) J.3.2
libretto based on (work)/adapted as libretto (work) J.2.2
libretto (expression)/libretto for (expression) J.3.5
libretto (work)/libretto for (work) J.2.5

variant access points 6.27.4.2

Linguistic groups, capitalization A.12

Literary rights 4.5.1.3

Lithographer [rd] I.4.1

Liturgical music 6.30.1.5–6.30.1.7

Liturgical works
See also Manuals of religious observance; Masses

basic instructions 6.30.1.5
Catholic tridentine works 6.23.2.8
Catholic works since Vatican II 6.30.3.5
church or denominational body associated with 19.3.3.3
Jewish 6.23.2.8, 6.30.1.7
Orthodox Eastern Church 6.30.1.6
parts of, authorized access points 6.30.2.3
parts of, preferred titles 6.23.2.20
religious body within a church associated with 19.3.3.4
variant or special rites 6.30.3.5
Local affiliate K.4.3
Local places of worship
See Worship, local places of
Locations
See also Place names
of conference, etc. 11.3.2, 11.13.1.8.1–11.13.1.8.2, 16.2.2.4
of corporate body
See Corporate bodies: places associated with
Logical units
See Single unit
Long titles, omissions from 2.3.1.4
Longitude [cartographic resources] 7.4.2
Loose-leaf publications
See Updating loose-leaf resources
Lord
See Terms of honour and respect
Lubetzky, Seymour. Principles of Cataloging 0.3n
Lyricist [rd] I.2.1
See also Writer of added lyrics [rd]
Lyrics of musical works 6.28.1.2
See also Librettos

M

Machine-readable data files
See Digital resources
Magnetic recordings
See Recording medium [audio carriers]
Main entries
See Access points
Malagasy language, initial articles C.2
Malay names F.6, F.7
Malayalam names F.5.1.2
Maltese language, initial articles C.2
Manifestation as subject of a work, relationship designators M.2.4
Manifestation exemplified 17.12
Manifestation of expression 17.9
Manifestations
available in different formats 3.1.2
carriers 3
core elements 0.6.5, 1.3
definition 0.2.2, 1.1.5, 17.1.2, 18.1.4, 24.1.2
distributor 21.4
identification of 2
identifiers for 2.15
item as exemplar of manifestation 17.11
manifestation of work 17.7
notes on 2.17
PFC/manifestation relationships 21
producers of unpublished resources 21.2
publisher 21.3
related 27
Manuals of religious observance 19.3.3
See also Liturgical works
Manufacture statement 2.10
changes in 2.10.1.5
date of manufacture
See Date of manufacture
facsimiles and reproductions 2.10.1.3
fictitious information in 2.10.2.3, 2.10.4.3, 2.10.6.3
manufacturer's name
See Manufacturer or manufacturer's name
notes 2.17.9
parallel information
See Parallel manufacture information
place of manufacture
See Place of manufacture
Manufacturer or manufacturer's name 2.10.4
See also Printer [manufacturer]
changes in 2.10.1.5
more than one 2.10.4.5
no manufacturer identified 2.10.4.7
omissions from corporate hierarchies 2.10.4.3
in PFC/manifestation relationships 21.5
relationship designators I.4.1
statement of function 2.10.4.4
Manuscript cartographic resources, dimensions 3.5.2.2
See also Cartographic resources:
Manuscripts and manuscript groups
Manuscripts and manuscript groups
designed title 6.2.2.6.2, 11, 13.1
production method 3.9.2
religious works 6.30.4
transcription 3.9.2.3
Maori language, initial articles C.2
Map sections
See Sections [cartographic resources]
Maps
See also Cartographic images
dimensions 3.5.2
on both sides of a sheet 3.5.2.7
on folded sheet 3.5.2.6
on more than one sheet of differing sizes 3.5.2.3
in relation to dimensions of sheet 3.5.1.1, 3.5.2.5
in segments designed to fit together 3.5.2.4
in extent 3.4.2.2
manuscripts 3.5.2.2
MARC 21 Format for Authority Data 0.3.1, D.2, E.2
MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data 0.3.1, D.2
MARC 21, relation to RDA 0.3.4
Marchionesses
See Titles of nobility
Marines
See Armed forces
Marquesses
See Titles of nobility
Married persons, terms of address 9.2.2.9.4
Masses 6.23.2.20.2, 6.23.2.20.3
See also Eucharist, capitalization; Liturgical works
Master
See Generation of reproduction
Masthead as preferred source of information 2.2.2.2
Material designations
See Extent
Material specific details [AACR2 term], ISBD punctuation D.1.2.4
Mathematical data area [cartographic resources] [AACR2 term], ISBD punctuation D.1.2.4.1
See also Cartographic content;
Coordinates [cartographic resources]; Equinox [cartographic resources]; Projection [cartographic content]; Scale [cartographic resources]
Measurement units
See Units of measurement
Medals
See Three-dimensional forms
Media type 3.2
audio 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
changes in integrating resources 1.6.3.2
changes in multipart monographs 1.6.1.2
changes in serials 1.6.2.2
computer 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
microform 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
microforms
See Microform
microscopic media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
projected media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
stereographic media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
translation of controlled vocabulary 0.11.2
unmediated media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
video [media type] 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]

See also Videos
Medieval laws
See Laws, ancient
Medium of performance [music] 6.15
abbreviations 8.5.6
added to compilations 6.28.1.11
as addition to access point 6.28.1.9.4, 6.28.1.10
capitalization A.3.2
description 7.21
indeterminate 6.15.1.11
original intention 6.15
in title
omission from preferred title 6.14.2.5.1
parallel title proper 2.3.3.4
title proper 2.3.2.8.1
unspecified 6.15.1.11.4
Medium [rd] I.2.2
Meetings
See Conferences
Member [of corporate body] [rd] K.2.3
Membership corporate body [rd] K.4.3
Mensural notation [music]
See Noted music: form of
Merged resources
See also Absorbed resources
capitalization of titles A.4.3
relationship designators
mergee [rd] K.4.3
merger of (expression)/merged to form (expression) J.3.6
product of merger [corporate body] K.4.3
Meridians 7.4.2.3, 7.26.1.3
Microfiche cassettes
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.3
Microfiches
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.7
emulsions on 3.7.2
number of subunits 3.4.1.7.4
Microfilm cartridges
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.2
Microfilm cassettes
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.3
Microfilm reels
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.9
Microfilm rolls
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.10
Microfilm slips [carrier type] 3.3.1.3

Microfilms
emulsions on 3.7.2
number of subunits 3.4.1.7.4
Microform carriers 3.3.1.3
See also Microforms
aperture cards 3.3.1.3
microfiche
See Microfiches
microfilm cartridge
See Microfilm cartridge
microfilm cassettes
See Microfilm cassettes
microfilm reels
See Microfilm reels
microfilm rolls
See Microfilm rolls
microfilm slips 3.3.1.3
microopaques 3.3.1.3

Microforms
eye-readable labels as preferred sources of information 2.2.2.2
generation of reproduction 3.10.4
as media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
microfiche cassettes
See Microfiche cassettes
polarity 3.14.1.3
reduction ratio 3.15
serials numbering
See Numbering of serials
Microopaques [carrier type] 3.3.1.3

Microscope slides
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.12
Microscopic carriers 3.3.1.3
Microscopic media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]

Midrashim
expressions 6.30.3.3
preferred titles 6.23.2.12
Military courts, ad hoc 11.2.2.21.2

Military forces
See Armed forces
Military titles and offices, capitalization A.11.5.3
See also Titles of position or office

Miniature scores
See Scores [music]

Ministries, government 11.2.2.14.7
See also Departments [subordinate body]

Minute taker [rd] I.3.1
Mirror site [rd] J.4.2
Mishnahn
expressions 6.30.3.3
parts 6.23.2.11

Misprints
See Inaccuracies

Missals
See Liturgical works

Missing parts
See Incomplete resources

Misspelled words
See Inaccuracies

Mixed materials 3.7.1.3
Mixed responsibility, works of
See Contributors: Creators of works

Mock-ups
See Three-dimensional forms

Mode of access of electronic resources
See Online resources

Mode of issuance 2.13
See also Single unit
changes in integrating resources 1.6.3.1
changes in multipart monographs 1.6.1.1
changes in serials 1.6.2.1
terminology 1.1.3

Models [cartographic resources], extent 3.4.2.2
Models [three-dimensional representation]
See Three-dimensional forms

Moderator [rd] I.3.1

Modifications of works
See Adaptations and modifications of works

Monastic orders
See Religious orders

Monastics, Thai Buddhist F.10.1.4.1
Monochrome [colour content] 7.17.1.3
Monographic series
See Series

Monographs
See Multipart monographs: Single unit; Single units

Monophonic recordings
See Configuration of playback channels

Moon code
See Tactile resources: form of tactile notation

Mosques
See Worship, local places of

Motion picture film
See also Motion pictures
generation of reproduction 3.10.5
polarity 3.14.1.3
projection characteristics 3.17

Motion pictures
See also Motion picture film: Moving image resources
relationship designators
   art director [motion pictures] I.3.1
director [motion pictures] I.2.2
director of photography [motion pictures] I.2.2
film producer [motion pictures] I.2.2
motion picture adaptation of (expression)/adapted as motion picture (expression) J.3.2
motion picture adaptation of (work)/adapted as motion picture (work) J.2.2
motion picture music (expression)/music for motion picture (expression) J.3.5
motion picture music (work)/music for motion picture (work) J.2.5
motion picture screenplay based on (expression)/adapted as motion picture screenplay (expression) J.3.2
motion picture screenplay based on (work)/adapted as motion picture screenplay (work) J.2.2
motion picture screenplay (expression)/screenplay for the motion picture (expression) J.3.5
motion picture screenplay (work)/screenplay for the motion picture (work) J.2.5
sound content 7.18.1.3
title as authorized access point 6.27.1.3

Mounts 3.8

Moving image resources
See also Motion pictures;
Three-dimensional moving images;
Two-dimensional moving images: Videos
aspect ratio 7.19
devised title proper 2.3.2.11.3
dubbed version of/dubbed version [rd] J.3.2
preferred source of information 2.2.2.3
supplied other title information 2.3.4.6

MPEG video file
See Moving image resources

Mrs.
See Married persons, terms of address;
Terms of address

Mullahs
See Religious officials

Multilateral treaties 6.19.2.7
Multilevel description D.1.3
See also Hierarchical description

Multipart monographs
See also Multipart monographs, changes in: Series
analytical description 1.5.3
basis of description 2.9.6.2
comprehensive description 1.5.2
dates of
distribution 2.9.6.5
manufacture 2.10.6.3, 2.10.6.5
production 2.7.6.5
publication 2.8.6.5
definition 1.1.3
mode of issuance 2.13.1.3 [table 2.1]
note on basis for identification of the resource 2.17.13.3.3
notes on changes in content characteristics 7.29.2.3.1
separately numbered issues or parts of series 2.12.9.8.1
titles, omissions from 2.3.1.4

Multipart monographs, changes in
affecting the identification of the work 6.1.3.1
carrier characteristics 3.1.6.1, 3.21.4.3.1
dimensions 3.5.1.8.1, 3.21.3.4.1
distribution statement 2.9.1.5.1, 2.17.8.4.1
distribution statement 2.9.1.5.1
edition statement 2.5.1.6.1, 2.17.4.5.1
manufacture statement 2.10.1.5.1, 2.17.9.4.1
mode of issuance 6.1.3.1
new description 1.6.1
other title information
   other title information 2.3.4.7.1
   parallel other title information 2.3.5.4.1
production statement 2.7.1.5.1, 2.17.6.4.1
publication statement 2.8.1.5.1, 2.17.7.5.1
relationship designators J.2.6, J.3.6
responsibility of PFC associated with a resource 18.4.2.1
series statement 2.12.1.6.1, 2.17.11.5.1
statement of responsibility 2.4.1.10.1, 2.17.3.6.1, 6.1.3.1
title proper 2.3.2.12.1
   later title proper 2.3.8
   parallel title proper 2.3.3.5.1

Music
See Compilations of musical works;
Medium of performance [music]: Musical works;
Notated music: Numbers [music]: Scores [music]
Music format statement [ISBD punctuation] D.1.2.4.2

Music, instrumental
See Instrumental music; Musical instruments

Musical director [rd] I.3.1
Musical expressions
authorized access points 6.28.3
punctuation of access points E.1.2.5.2

Musical instruments 6.15.1.5
See also Medium of performance [music]
alternative instruments 6.15.1.5.3
families of instruments 6.15.1.11.1

INDEX

RDA: Resource Description and Access
indeterminate medium of performance 6.15.1.11
number of hands 6.15.1.5.1
pitch and range of 6.15.1.5
unspecified 6.15.1.11.3
Musical notation
See Notated music: form of
Musical presentation statement
See Notated music: format
Musical setting of (expression)/set to music as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Musical setting of (work)/set to music as (work) [rd] J.2.2
Musical settings
See Arrangements [music]
Musical theatre adaptation of (work)/adapted as musical theatre (work) [rd] J.2.2
Musical works 6.28.1
See also Notated music
accompaniments
See Accompaniments [music]
adaptations 6.28.1.5, 6.28.1.6
arrangements
See Arrangements [music]
authorized access points 6.28.1 - 6.28.2
cadenzas 6.28.1.7
for choreographic movement 6.28.1.4
compilations
See Compilations of musical works
date of composition 2.3.2.8.1, 2.3.3.4
individual musical works 6.14.2.5
liturgical works 6.30.1.5 – 6.30.1.7
with lyrics, libretto, text, etc. 6.28.1.2
See also Librettos: Operas, adaptations of
capitalization A.3.2
medium of performance
See Medium of performance [music]
musical presentation statement
See Designation of edition
numbers
See Numbers [music]
abbreviations in 6.2.1.9
omissions from title 6.14.2.5.1
parts
See also Parts [music score]
one part 6.28.2.2
preferred titles 6.14.2.7
two or more parts 6.28.2.3
unnumbered parts 6.28.2.4
variant access points 6.28.4.3
pasticcios, ballad operas, etc. 6.28.1.3
punctuation of access points E.1.2.5.2
relationship designators
arrangement of (expression)/arranged as (expression) J.3.2
arranger of music I.3.1
cadenza (expression)/cadenza composed for (expression) J.3.5
cadenza (work)/cadenza composed for (work) J.2.5
conductor [music] I.3.1
incidental music (expression)/incidental music for (expression) J.3.5
incidental music (work)/incidental music for (work) J.2.5
modified by variation as (work)/variations based on (work) [rd] J.2.2
motion picture music (expression)/music for motion picture (expression) J.3.5
motion picture music (work)/music for motion picture (work) J.2.5
music (expression)/music for (expression) J.3.5
music (work)/music for (work) J.2.5
musical director I.3.1
musical setting of (expression)/set to music as (expression) J.3.2
musical setting of (work)/set to music as (work) J.2.2
musical theatre adaptation of (work)/adapted as musical theatre (work) J.2.2
opera adaptation of (work)/adapted as opera (work) J.2.2
radio program music (expression)/music for radio program (expression) J.3.5
radio program music (work)/music for radio program (work) J.2.5
television program music (expression)/music for television program (expression) J.3.5
television program music (work)/music for television program (work) J.2.5
video music (expression)/music for video (expression) J.3.5
video music (work)/music for video (work) J.2.5
scores
See Scores [music]
scores for dramatic works 6.28.1.8
sketches 6.18.1.5
titles 6.14.1
abbreviations in 6.2.1.9
additions to distinctive titles 6.28.1.10
additions to non-distinctive titles 6.28.1.9.4
capitalization A.3.2
devised title proper 2.3.2.11.1

differentiating distinctive but similar titles 6.28.1.10

differentiating non-distinctive titles 0.6.6, 6.28.1.9.4

omissions from 6.14.2.5.1

preferred titles 6.14.2

title proper, other elements in 2.3.2.8.1


type of composition 6.14.2.3, 6.14.2.5.2

variant access points 6.28.4.5

Musical works that contain words

See Musical works: with lyrics, libretto, text, etc.

Name of the person

See Personal names

Names

See also Corporate names;
Families [groups of related persons]; Personal names;
Place names: Preferred names;
Statement of responsibility
abbreviations B.2
change of

See Names, changes in
definition 8.1.3
of peoples or races, capitalization A.12

Names, changes in

See also Variant names

corporate names 11.2.2.6

earlier name as variant name 9.2.3.7

later name as variant name 9.2.3.8

personal names 9.2.2.7

place names 16.2.2.7

producer 2.7.1.5

Names, derivatives of

See Derivatives of proper names, capitalization

Names in religion

See also Religious titles and terms of address

Buddhist names F.5.1.2, F.10.1.4

Indic names F.5.1.2

term of address added to given name 9.4.1.8

Thai Buddhist F.10.1.4

as variant names 9.2.3.6

Names not conveying the idea of ...
corporate bodies 11.13.1.1

subordinate corporate bodies 11.2.2.14.4
government bodies recorded subordinately 11.2.2.14.4
persons

addition of profession or occupation 9.19.1.2,
9.19.1.6

phrase or appellation as name 9.19.1.1

Names of persons, families, and corporate bodies

See also Corporate names;
Families [groups of related persons]; Personal names
abbreviations in 8.5.7
diacritical marks in 8.5.4
differentiation of names of 8.2
general guidelines 8.5
hyphens in names of PFC 8.5.5
names of as title or integral part of title 2.3.1.5
scope of usage 8.8
variant access points 8.7

Narrator [rd] I.3.1

See also On-screen presenter [rd]

Narrators

person, family, or corporate body responsible for performing, narrating, and/or presenting a work 2.4, 2.17.3
relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies associated with a work or expression 19, 20

National guard

See Armed forces

Native American nations, treaties of 6.29.1.15n

Naturally occurring objects

See Three-dimensional forms

Nature of the content 7.2

Navies

See Armed forces

Neapolitan language, initial articles C.2

Neat line

See Maps: dimensions

Negatives

See Polarity

Neumatic notation [music]

See Notated music: form of

New expressions of an existing work

See Adaptations and modifications of works; Translations

New series, use of 2.3.1.7.1, 2.6.2.3

New Testament in preferred title for Bible 6.23.2.9.1

New works based on previously existing works

See Adaptations and modifications of works; Arrangements [music]; Commentaries;
Edition statement
creators

See examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]

Newspapers

See Serials

Nicknames

See Epithets; Given names [forenames];
Words or phrases as names

Niuean language, initial articles C.2
"No more published" note
See Suspended publications

Nobility, titles of
See Titles of nobility

Noise reduction system [audio recordings]
See Special playback characteristics

Non-distinctive titles of parts of a work 6.27.2.2

Non-human entities, real 9.6.1.8

Nonprofit enterprises
See Corporate bodies

Northern Ireland, place names 16.2.2.10.1

Norwegian language
See also Scandinavian languages
initial articles C.2
pronouns, capitalization A.49.5.2
surnames with prefixes F.11.10

Notated movement
See also Tactile resources: tactile notated movement
as content type 6.9 [table 6.1]
form of 7.13.5

Notated music
See also Tactile resources: tactile notated music
as content type 6.9 [table 6.1]
dimensions of carriers 3.5.1.6
extent 3.4.3. B.7n3
form of 7.13.3
format 7.20
See also Scores [music]
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.4.2

Notation
See Notated movement: Notated music:
Script [writing system]: Tactile resources:
form of tactile notation

Note, cataloguer's
See Cataloguer's note

Notes 1.10
See also Notes on expression; Notes on item;
Notes on manifestation
abbreviations in B.5.11
capitalization 1.10.2. A.8
inaccuracies in source of information 1.7.9
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.8
PFC/resource relationships 18.6

Notes on expression 7.29

Notes on item 2.21
dimensions 3.22.3
extent 3.22.2
item-specific carrier characteristics, note on 3.22

Notes on manifestation 2.17
basis for identification of the resource 2.17.13
carriers 3.21
copyright date 2.17.10
currency of contents 2.17.12.3
dimensions 3.21.3
distribution statement 2.17.8
edition statement 2.17.4
extent 3.21.2
frequency 2.17.12
manufacture statement 2.17.9
numbering of serials
complex or irregular numbering 2.17.5.4
numbering of first issue and/or last issue 2.17.5.3
period covered 2.17.5.5
production statement 2.17.6
publication statement 2.17.7
serials 2.17.13.3
serials numbering 2.17.5
series statement 2.17.11
statement of responsibility 2.4.2.3 , 2.17.3
titles 2.17.2
devised titles 2.3.2.11
earlier title proper 2.3.7.3
later title proper 2.3.8.3
source of parallel or variant title proper 2.3.6.3
variations, inaccuracies, and deletions 2.17.2.4

Novelization of (expression)/adapted as novel
(expression) [rd] J.3.2
Novelization of (work)/adapted as novel (work) [rd] J.2.2
Novels as preferred title 6.2.2.10.2
Number notation [music]
See Notated music: form of
Number of objects [cartographic resources] 3.19.8.3
Numbering of parts 24.6. B.5.5
Numbering of serials 2.6
See also Numbering within series;
Numbering within subseries
capitalization A.6
designation of edition for serials 2.5.2.5
facsimiles and reproductions 2.6.1.3
first issue
alternative chronological designation of first issue
or part of sequence 2.6.7
alternative numeric and/or alphabetic designation
of first issue or part of sequence 2.6.6
chronological designation of first issue or part of
sequence 2.6.3
notes 2.17.5.3
numeric and/or alphabetic designation of first issue
or part of sequence 2.6.2
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.4.3
last issue
alternative chronological designation of last issue or part of sequence 2.6.9
alternative numeric and/or alphabetic designation of last issue or part of sequence 2.6.8
chronological designation of last issue or part of sequence 2.6.5
notes 2.17.5.3
numeric and/or alphabetic designation of last issue or part of sequence 2.6.4
notes 2.17.5
separately numbered issues or parts of series 2.12.9.8.2
Numbering within series 2.12.9
alternative numbering systems 2.12.9.7
capitalization A.7
chronological designation 2.12.9.4
inaccuracies in 2.17.11.4
new sequence of numbering 2.12.9.6
part of series, capitalization A.3.2
separately numbered issues or parts 2.12.9.8
Numbering within subseries 2.12.17, A.7
Numbers
See also Numerals
of conferences, omission from name 11.2.2.11, 11.6, 11.13.1.8.2
of legislatures 11.2.2.19.3
in names of military units 11.2.2.22.1
Numbers expressed as numerals or words
in names of PFC 8.5.3
place names 16.2.3.7
in single selection from an individual book of the Bible 6.23.2.9.5.2
in title of the work 6.2.1.5
transcription 1.8
Numbers expressed as words 1.8.3
Numbers, inclusive 1.8.4
Numbers [music] 6.16
abbreviations B.5.4
as addition to access point 6.28.1.9.2, 6.28.1.10.1
capitalization A.3.2
opus numbers 6.16.1.3.2
plate numbers 2.15.3
publisher's numbers 2.15.2
serial numbers 6.16.1.3.1
thematic index number 6.16.1.3.3, A.3.2
in titles
omitted from preferred title 6.14.2.5.1
in parallel title proper 2.3.3.4
preferred title for numbered parts 6.14.2.7
in title proper 2.3.2.8.1
Numerals
See also Numbers
form of 1.8.2, 1.8.5
in names
following names of sovereigns and Popes, capitalization A.11.4
as personal names 9.2.2.21
roman numerals with given names 9.2.2.18
transcription 0.11.3
Numeric and/or alphabetic designation of first issue or part of sequence 2.6.2
capitalization A.6
Numeric and/or alphabetic designation of last issue or part of sequence 2.6.4
Numeric designation of a musical work
See Numbers [music]
Other designations for persons with the same name, 9.19.1.8
Other details of cartographic content 7.27
Other distinguishing characteristic of the expression 6.12
added to authorized access point 6.27.3
musical works 6.18, 6.28.3
religious works 6.25
Other distinguishing characteristic of the work 6.6,
6.27.1.9, 6.28.1.10
Other person, family, or corporate body
associated with a manifestation 21.6
associated with a work 19.3, 1.2.2
associated with an item 22.4
Other place associated with the corporate body 11.3.3,
16.2.2.4
Other title information 2.3.4
capitalization A.4
cartographic resources 2.3.4.5
designation of edition integral to 2.5.2.6
film trailers 2.3.4.6
integrating resources
See Integrating resources: frequency
multipart monographs
See Multipart monographs, changes in:
other title information
original title as 2.3.4.3
parallel information
See Parallel other title information
serials
See Serials, changes in: other title information
of series 2.12.4
of subseries 2.12.12–2.12.13
Overhead transparencies
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.8
number of overlays 3.4.1.7.6
Overlays
See Overhead transparencies
Overseas territories, dependencies, etc. 16.2.2.11–
16.2.2.11.1
Owner 22.2
Owner [rd] 1.5.1
Ownership
See Custodial history of item

Pagination
See also Text, extent
change in form of numbering within a sequence 3.4.5.4
complicated or irregular paging 3.4.5.8
duplicated paging 3.4.5.12, 3.21.2.7
early printed resources
  See Early printed resources: extent
incomplete volume 3.4.5.6
inessential matter 3.4.5.3.2
leaves
  See Leaves
with leaves or pages of plates 3.4.5.9
misleading numbering 3.4.5.5
pages numbered as part of a larger sequence 3.4.5.7, 3.21.2.6
pages numbered in opposite directions 3.4.5.13
of single volume in multivolume resource 3.4.5.18
unnumbered pages 3.4.5.3

Paintings
  See Still images
Pali canon [Buddhist scriptures] 6.23.2.13.1
Pali texts, Buddhist authors of F.5.1.1
Panelist [rd] I.3.1
Panizzi, Antonio. "Rules for the Compilation of the Catalogue," 0.3n
Panjabi language, initial articles C.2
Papal diplomatic missions
  See Catholic Church
Papermaker [rd] I.4.1
Parallel distribution information
  parallel distributor's name 2.9.5
  parallel place of distribution 2.9.3
Parallel edition information
  parallel designation of edition 2.5.3
  parallel designations of a named revision of an edition 2.5.7
Parallel manufacture information
  parallel manufacturer's name 2.10.5.2
  parallel place of manufacture 2.10.3
Parallel other title information 2.3.5
  of series 2.12.5
  of subseries 2.12.13
Parallel production information
  parallel place of production 2.7.3
  parallel producer's name 2.7.5
Parallel publication information
  parallel place of publication 2.8.3
  parallel publisher's name 2.8.5
Parallel statement of responsibility
  relating to a named revision of an edition 2.5.9
  relating to series 2.12.7
  relating to subseries 2.12.15
  relating to the edition 2.5.5
  relating to title proper 2.4.3
Parallel title proper 2.3.3
  changes in 2.3.3.5
  letters or words intended to be read more than once 1.7.7
  musical works 2.3.3.4
  of series 2.12.3
  of subseries 2.12.11
Paraphrase of (expression)/paraphrased as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Paraphrase of (work)/paraphrased as (work) [rd] J.2.2
Paris Principles
  See International Conference on Cataloguing Principles
Parody of (expression)/parodied as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Parody of (work)/parodied as (work) [rd] J.2.2
Participant in a treaty 6.22
Participant in a treaty [rd] J.2.2
Particles, names with
  See Sumaries of persons: with prefixes
Parties to a legal case 19.3.2.11
Parts [music score]
  See also Musical works: parts; Scores [music]; Voice parts [music]
  extent of notated music 3.4.3.2
  with score, notes on 3.21.2.5
Parts of works
  See also Issues [serials], notes on
  analytical description 3.4.1.12
  authorized access points 6.27.2
  edition statement 2.5.1.5
  musical works 6.14.2.7, 6.28.2
  notes 1.10.5
  numbering of part 24.6
  one part 6.27.2.2
  preferred title 6.22.9, 6.22.10.3, 6.12.1.4, 6.27.2.3
  religious works 6.23.2.9– 6.23.2.20, 6.30.2, 6.30.5.2
  See also Specific scriptures, e.g., Avesta
  titles 2.3.1.7.2
  two or more unnumbered or non-consecutive parts 6.27.2.3
  See also Selections
  variant access points 6.27.4.3
Pasticcios [music]
  compilations of excerpts from 6.28.1.3.3
  original composition 6.28.1.3.1
  previously existing compositions 6.28.1.3.2
  single excerpts from 6.28.1.3.4
Patriarchs
  See Religious officials
Patronymics 9.2.2.19

See also Filial indicators; Relationship, words indicating
Arabic names F.1.1.4
Icelandic names F.4
Romanian names F.9

Peers and peeresses
See Titles of nobility
Peoples, names of, capitalization A.12
Percussion [music] 6.15.1.3
Performance, medium of
See Medium of performance [music]
Performance time
See Duration [playing time]
Performed music 6.9 [table 6.1]
See also Medium of performance [music]
Performer [rd] I.3.1
Performers, narrators, and/or presenters
person, family, or corporate body responsible for performing, narrating, and/or presenting a work 2.4, 2.17.3
relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies associated with a work or expression 19, 20
Performing groups 19.2.1.1.1
See also examples under 19.2.1.3
Period [historical]
See Historical events and periods, capitalization
Period of activity of the corporate body 11.4.5
Period of activity of the person 9.3.4, 9.19.1.5
Period [punctuation]
See Full stops
Periodicals
See Serials
Persian language, initial articles C.2
Persistent identifier
See Identifiers for resources: manifestations
Personal names 9, App. F
See also Given names [forenames]; Surnames [persons]
capitalization A.2, A.11
change of name 9.2.2.7
containing neither a surname nor a title of nobility 9.2.2.18– 9.2.2.26
See also Given names [forenames]
characterizing word or phrase 9.2.2.25
consisting of initials or numerals 9.2.2.21
general guidelines 9.2.2.18
names consisting of a phrase 9.2.2.22– 9.2.2.26
with patronymics
See Patronymics
phrase consisting of a given name preceded by a term of address 9.2.2.23
phrase containing the name of another person 9.2.2.24
phrase naming another work by the person 9.2.2.26
royal persons 9.2.2.20
containing surnames 9.2.2.9– 9.2.2.13
See also Surnames [persons]
containing titles of nobility 9.2.2.7, 9.2.2.14– 9.2.2.17
See also Titles of nobility
designations
See Field of activity; Profession or occupation; Words or phrases as names
different forms of the same name 9.2.2.5
different names for the same person 9.2.2.6
fullness of name 9.2.2.5.1
individuals with more than one identity 9.2.2.8
language and script 9.2.2.5.2– 9.2.2.5.3
in other languages
See Specific language, e.g., Dutch language with particles
See Surnames of persons: with prefixes
preferred names 9.2.2
in religion
See Names in religion
variant spellings 9.2.2.5.4
Personifications, capitalization A.11.9
Persons
See also Personal names
additions to access points 9.19.1.2.1– 9.19.1.2.6
attributes of 9
authorized access points for 9.19.1
as creators of serials 19.2.1.1.3
definition 0.2.3, 8.1.2, 18.1.2, 29.1.2
other designation associated with the person 9.6
places associated with 9.8– 9.11
punctuation of access points E.1.2.2
variant access points 9.19.2
Persons, families, and corporate bodies [PFC]
See also Corporate bodies; Families [groups of related persons]; Persons
core elements 0.6.7
corporate bodies 11
See also Corporate bodies
families 10
See also Families [groups of related persons]
general guidelines 8
persons 9
See also Persons
PFC/resource relationships 0.6.9
PFC/work relationships 19
related corporate bodies 32
related families 31
related persons 30
relationship designators
  PFC/expression relationships I.3
  PFC/item relationships I.5
  PFC/manifestation relationships I.4
  PFC/work relationships I.2
relationships between 29
relationships with a manifestation 21
relationships with a resource 18
relationships with a work 19
relationships with an expression 20
relationships with an item 22
PFC
  See Persons, families, and corporate bodies [PFC]
Phonogram symbol [℗], use of 2.11.1.3
Photocopies 3.9.2.3
  See also Facsimiles and reproductions
Photographer [rd] I.2.1
Photographs, polarity 3.14
  See also Still images
Phrase naming another work by the person 9.2.2.26
Phrases
  See Words or phrases as names
Physical carriers [digital resources]
  See Carriers: Containers
Physical description area, ISBD punctuation D.1.2.6
  See also Carriers
Physical unit
  See Single unit
Physical volumes differing from bibliographic volumes, notes on 3.21.2.8
Piano conductor parts
  See Scores [music]
Piano scores
  See Scores [music]
Pictures
  See Still images
Pitch and range of musical instruments 6.15.1.5.2
Place names 16
  See also entries beginning, Place of
  abbreviations B.11
  abbreviations in names 16.2.2.9, 16.2.2.12, B.2, B.11
  capitalization A.2, A.13, A.13.1
  changes of name 16.2.2.7
  as conventional names for governments 11.2.2.5.4, 16.2.2.1, 16.4
  expanded name 16.2.3.5
initial articles in 16.2.2.4
jurisdictions 16.2.2.8
language of 16.2.2.3, 16.2.2.6
liturgical works 6.30.3.5
in local places of worship 11.2.2.5.4
overseas territories, dependencies, etc. 16.2.2.11–16.2.2.11.1
in personal names
  Arabic names [Nisbah] F.1.1.4
  with given name 9.2.2.18
  Icelandic names F.4
  Indic names F.5.1.2
  Indonesian F.6.1.5
  royal names 9.2.2.20
  in surnames
    See Territorial designations
    in titles of United Kingdom Peerage 9.2.2.15
places with the same name 16.2.2.13
popular names for, capitalization A.13.3
preferred name 16.2.2
  with radio and television stations 11.13.1.3
  in a state, province, territory, etc. 16.2.2.9.2
  variant names 16.2.3
Place of birth of person 9.8
Place of capture 7.11.2
Place of composition [music] 6.28.1.10.1
Place of death of person 9.9
Place of distribution 2.9.1.5, 2.9.2
  more than one 2.9.2.4
  not identified in resource 2.9.2.6
Place of manufacture 2.10.2
  more than one 2.10.2.4
  not identified in resource 2.10.2.6
Place of origin of the work 6.5, 6.27.1.9, 16.2.2.4
Place of production 2.7.2
  changes in 2.7.1.5
  fictitious 2.7.2.3
  more than one 2.7.2.4
  not identified in resource 2.7.2.6
Place of publication 2.8.2
  more than one 2.8.2.4
  not identified in resource 2.8.2.6
  See also Distribution statement
Place of residence of a person 9.11
Places associated with PFC
  corporate bodies
    See Corporate bodies: places associated with
  families 10.5, 10.11.1.4, 16.2.2.4
  persons 9.8–9.11, 16.2.2.4
Places, definition 0.2.3
See also Place names
Plainsong settings 6.23.2.20.3
Plaintiff [rd] I.2.2
See also Civil court proceedings
Plans [cartographic resources]
See Maps
Plants, scientific names, capitalization A.23
Plate numbers [music] 2.15.3
See also Numbers [music]
Platemaker [rd] I.4.1
Plates [printed monographs], extent 3.4.5.9
Playback characteristics
See Configuration of playback channels:
Equipment or system requirements:
Special playback characteristics
Playing speed [audio carriers]
recording 3.16.4
units of measurement 0.11.5
Playing time
See Duration [playing time]
Plays as preferred title 6.2.2.10.2
Pleas [court cases] 6.29.1.27.1, 19.3.2.11, 19.3.2.12
Poems as preferred title 6.2.2.10.2
Polarity 3.14
Policies of a corporate body, creators for 19.2.1.1.1
Polish language, capitalization A.46
Political jurisdictions
See also Government bodies, names of
capitalization A.13.2
as creator 19.2.1.1
Political parties, U.S. 11.2.2.17, A.16.3
Political systems, capitalization A.16.4
Polychrome [colour content] 7.17.1.3
Popes
See also Catholic Church: Heads of state;
Holy See, treatises of: Religious officials
capitalization of numbers following names A.11.4
as creator of official communications 19.2.1.1.2
diplomatic missions from 11.2.2.29
numbers following names of, capitalization A.11.4
official communications 6.26.2.5
as saints 9.19.1.2.3
titles of office 9.2.2.18, 9.4.1.6, 11.2.2.26.2
Popular music, arrangements 6.18.1.4,
Portfolios, extent 3.4.4.5
more than one 3.4.5.21
single volume 3.4.5.15
Portuguese language
capitalization A.47
initial articles C.2
surnames followed by words indicating relationship 9.2.2.9.5
surnames with prefixes F.11.8
Position, title of
See Titles of position or office
Postcards
See Still images
Posters
See Still images
Praes [academic disputations] [rd] I.2.1
Prakrit texts, authors of F.5.1.1
Prayer books 19.3.3
See also Liturgical works
Preceded by (expression)/succeeded by (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Preceded by (work)/succeeded by (work) [rd] J.2.6
Predecessor [corporate body] [rd] K.4.3
See also Related PFC: corporate bodies
Preferred citation 2.16
Preferred names
See also Names
choice of
change of name 9.2.2.7
corporate bodies 11.2.2
definition 8.1.3
different forms of the same name 9.2.2.5
different names for the same person 9.2.2.6
family names [groups of related persons] 10.2.2
individuals with more than one identity 9.2.2.8
for persons 9.2.2
place 16.2.2
preference of the person 9.2.2.4
selection principles 0.4.3.4
recording of
names containing a surname 9.2.2.9–9.2.2.13
names containing a title of nobility 9.2.2.14–9.2.2.17
names containing neither a surname nor a title of nobility 9.2.2.18–9.2.2.26
Preferred sources of information
See Sources of information
Preferred title for the work 6.2.2
See also Conventional collective titles:
Titles [resources]
and authorized access points 5.5
definition 5.1.3
devised titles as 6.2.2.6.2
legal works 6.19.2
musical works 6.14.2
created after 1500 6.14.2.3.1
created before 1501 6.14.2.3.2
official communications 6.26.2
original language not found or not applicable 6.2.2.6
recording of 6.2.2.8–6.2.2.10
religious works 6.23.2
selection of 0.4.3.4, 6.2.2.3–6.2.2.7
sources consulted 5.8
Prefixes, hyphenated, capitalization A.30
Prefixes, surnames with
See Surnames: with prefixes
Prepositions in surnames with prefixes 9.2.2.11.1
Prequel/prequel to [rd] J.2.6
Prescribed sources of information
See Sources of information
Presentation format [motion pictures] 3.17.2
Presentation of data App. E
Presenters
person, family, or corporate body responsible for
performing, narrating, and/or presenting a work 2.4, 2.17.3
relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies
associated with a work or expression 19, 20
Presenter/X presents [rd] I.3.1
Preservation facsimile (item)/preservation facsimile of
(item) [rd] J.5.2
Preservation facsimile (manifestation)/preservation
facsimile of (manifestation) [rd] J.4.2
Presidents
See Heads of state
Price
See Terms of availability
Primary relationships 17
conventions used to record 17.4.2
definition 17.4.1
exemplar of manifestation 17.11
expression manifested 17.10
expression of work 17.5
manifestation exemplified 17.12
manifestation of expression 17.9
manifestation of work 17.7
between WEMI 0.6.8
work expressed 17.6
work manifested 17.8
Princes and princesses [children and grandchildren of
royal persons] 9.4.1.4.3
See also Royalty
Princes, ecclesiastical [Holy Roman Empire] 9.4.1.7
Printer [manufacturer]
See also Manufacturer or manufacturer's name
early printed resources
See Publishers
relationship designator I.4.1
Printings 2.5.2.1
See also Designation of edition
Printmaker [rd] I.4.1
Printouts from computer file 3.9.2.3
Prints [art]
See Still images
Probable dates
See Supplied or approximate dates
Probable information
See Uncertain information
Proceedings [conferences]
See Conferences
Proceedings [court cases]
See Court proceedings
Producer [entertainment industry] [rd] I.2.2
See also Radio producer [rd]; Television producer [rd]
Producer [unpublished resource]
basic instructions 2.7.4, 21.2
changes in 2.7.1.5
more than one 2.7.4.5
no producer identified 2.7.4.7
statement of function 2.7.4.4
Product of a split [corporate body] [rd] K.4.3
Production company (entertainment industry) [rd] I.2.2
See also Other person, family, or corporate body:
associated with a work
Production designer (entertainment industry) [rd] I.3.1
Production method 3.9
manuscripts 3.9.2
tactile resources 3.9.3
Production statement 2.7
changes in 2.7.1.5
date of production
See Date of production
facsimiles and reproductions 2.7.1.3
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.5
notes 2.17.6
parallel information
See Parallel production information
place of production
See Place of production
producer's name
See Producer [unpublished resource]
Profession or occupation 9.16, 9.19.1.2, 9.19.1.6
capitalization A.2.4
Professional titles
See Terms of honour and respect
Professors, capitalization A.11.5.4
Profile [cartographic resources]
dimensions 3.5.2
INDEX

Progenitor [rd] K.2.2

in extent 3.4.2.2
Progenitor [rd] K.2.2
Programmer [rd] I.2.1
Programming language 3.20.1.3
Projected image carriers 3.3.1.3
  film cartridges
    See Film cartridges
  film cassettes
    See Film cassettes
  film reels
    See Film reels
  film rolls
    See Film rolls
  filmslips
    See Filmslips
  filmstrip
    See Filmstrips
  filmstrip cartridge
    See Filmstrip cartridges
  overhead transparency
    See Overhead transparencies
  slide
    See Slides [photographs]
Projected media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
Projection [cartographic content] 7.26
Projection characteristics [motion pictures] 3.17.1
  presentation format 3.17.2
  projection speed 3.17.3
Projection speed [motion pictures] 3.17.3
Projects and programs
    See Corporate bodies
Prominent member of the family 10.6, 10.11.1.5
Pronouns for deities, capitalization A.17.1
Prose works as preferred title 6.2.2.10.2
Protocols to treaties 6.21.1.3, 6.29.1.16, 6.29.1.30.3
    See also Treaties and international agreements
Provinces [administrative units of certain countries] 16.2.2.9.1
    See also Jurisdictions, larger, in place names
Provinces [regional units of a religious bodies] 11.2.2.27
"Pseudo-" in personal names 9.2.2.24
Pseudonyms
    See also Alternate identity [rd];
Words or phrases as names
  as preferred name 9.2.2.8
  real name as variant name 9.2.3.4
Publication date
    See Date of publication
Publication, distribution, etc., area
See Distribution statement; Manufacture statement;
Production statement; Publication statement
Publication statement 2.8
  changes in 2.8.1.5
  date of publication 2.8.6
  facsimiles and reproductions 2.8.1.3
  ISBD punctuation D.1.2.5
  notes 2.17.7
  parallel information
    See Parallel publication information
  place of publication 2.8.2
  publisher's name 2.8.4
  resources in an unpublished form
    See Production statement
Published resources, contact information 4.3.1.1, 4.3.1.3
Publishers
  manifestations of works 21.3
  relationship designator I.4.2
Publisher's name 2.8.4
  more than one 2.8.4.5
  no publisher identified 2.8.4.7
  statement of function 2.8.4.4
Publisher's numbers for music 2.15.2
    See also Numbers [music]
Punctuation E.1.2
  corporate names with initials 8.5.6.2, 11.2.2.7
  in-house guidelines 1.7.1
  ISBD data D.1.2
  separating enumeration from title of part 2.3.1.7
  in titles indicating incompleteness, capitalization A.4.2
  transcription 1.7.3
Puppeteer [rd] I.3.1

Q

Quadraphonic recordings
    See Configuration of playback channels
Qualifiers to names
    See Differentiation
Queens
    See Royalty
Quotations in notes 1.10.3
Qur'an 6.23.2.18

R

Rabbis
    See Religious officials
Races, capitalization A.12
Radio adaptation of (expression)/adapted as radio
program (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Radio adaptation of (work)/adapted as radio program (work) [rd] J.2.2
Radio director [rd] I.2.2
Radio producer [rd] I.2.2
Radio program music (expression)/music for radio program (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Radio program music (work)/music for radio program (work) [rd] J.2.5
Radio programs, parts of 6.27.2.2
Radio script based on (expression)/adapted as radio script (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Radio script based on (work)/adapted as radio script (work) [rd] J.2.2
Radio script (expression)/script for radio program (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Radio script (work)/script for radio program (work) [rd] J.2.5
Radio stations 11.13.1.3
Radiographs
See Still images
Raised-type books
See Tactile resources
Rank, titles of
See Terms of honour and respect; Titles of nobility
Rapper rule
See Numerals: in names
Rapporteur [rd] I.2.1
Rarotongan language, initial articles C.2
RDA
See Resource Description and Access. [RDA]
RDA/ONIX Framework for Resource Categorization 0.3.2
Real identity [rd] K.2
See also
Identities, different, for an individual responsible for a work
Real names as variant names 9.2.3.4
Real non-human entities 9.6.1.8
Realia
See Objects [unmediated carrier type];
Three-dimensional forms
Re-basing of an integrating resource and changes in description 1.6.3.3
Recording [audio recordings], types of 3.16.2
Recording engineer [rd] I.3.1
Recording medium [audio carriers] 3.16.3
Recorder [rd] I.3.1
Records of one party [legal works] 19.3.2.1
Records [sound recording]
See Audio discs
Reduced scores
See Scores [music]
Reduction ratio [micro-images] 3.15
Reels, dimensions 3.5.1.4.9
Reel-to-reel tapes
See Reels, dimensions
Reference sources
See also Explanatory references
for information in notes 1.10.4
liturgical works 6.23.2.8
preferred titles chosen from 6.2.2.6.1
References [bibliographic]
See Preferred citation
References [cross references] E.1.3
Regional encoding [digital file characteristic] 3.19.6
Regulations, administrative
See Administrative regulations
Reign, dates of
See Dates of reign
Reissues of an edition 2.5.6.3
See also Edition statement: named revisions of an edition
Related PFC
corporate bodies 32
See also Subordinate corporate bodies
definition 29.1.3
relationship designators K.4
families 31
definition 29.1.3
relationship designators K.3
persons 30
definition 29.1.3
relationship designators K.2
Related resources
See also Accompanying materials; Translations
definition 24.1.3
expressions 26
definition 24.1.3
relationship designators J.3
items 28
definition 24.1.3
relationship designators J.5
manifestations 27
definition 24.1.3
relationship designators J.4
works 25
definition 24.1.3
relationship designators J.2
Relationship designators [rd]
accompanying expression relationships J.3.5
accompanying item relationships J.5.5
accompanying manifestation relationships J.4.5
accompanying work relationships J.2.5
definition 18.1.6, 23.1.6, 24.1.5, 29.1.5
Relationship, words indicating

See also Filial indicators; Patronymics; Terms of address
following surnames [i.e. Jr., Sr.] 9.2.2.9.5
with given names 9.2.2.23

Religious bodies 11.2.2.25– 11.2.2.29
See also Religious orders
associated with a liturgical work 19.3.3.4
capitalization A.17.4
councils of a single religious body 11.2.2.25
papal diplomatic missions 11.2.2.29
religious officials
See Religious officials
subordinate religious bodies 11.2.2.27– 11.2.2.28
Religious events and concepts, capitalization A.17.5
See also Historical events and periods, capitalization
Religious holidays
See Holidays, capitalization
Religious officials
See also Popes
capitalization of appellations of A.17.3
as creators 19.2.1.1.2
official communications 6.31.1
Thai Buddhist supreme patriarchs F.10.1.4.3
titles of office 11.2.2.26
titles of, with given name 9.4.1.6– 9.4.1.8
Religious orders
capitalization in name A.11.6
councils of a single religious body 11.2.2.25
liturgical works 6.30.3.5
Religious rank
See Religious titles and terms of address
Religious seasons, capitalization A.22
Religious titles and terms of address 9.4.1.6– 9.4.1.8
See also Names in religion; Religious officials
added to given name 9.4.1.8, 9.19.1.2.3
capitalization A.11.5.2
titles of office 11.2.2.26
Iban names App. G
popes
See Popes
revered persons, capitalization A.17.3
Religious works
See also Creeds, theological; Liturgical works; Sacred scriptures
authorized access points 6.30
creeds 6.30.1.4
harmonies of scriptural passages 6.30.1.3
liturgical works
See Liturgical works
manuscripts 6.30.4
other PFC/work relationships 19.3.3
parts 6.30.2
preferred title 6.23.2.9– 6.23.2.20
variant access point 6.30.5.2
punctuation of access points E.1.2.5.3
sacred scriptures 6.30.1.2
titles 6.23.1
preferred title 6.23.2
variant titles 6.23.3
variant access points 6.30.5
Remake of (expression)/remade as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Remake of (work)/remade as (work) [rd] J.2.2
Remote access resources
See Online resources
Remote-sensing images in cartographic resources
   cartographic content 7.27.1.3
   in extent 3.4.2.2
Replacement in part of (expression)/replaced in part by (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Replacement in part of (work)/replaced in part by (work) [rd] J.2.6
Replacement of (expression)/replaced by (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Replacement of (work)/replaced by (work) [rd] J.2.6
Reporters [law reports]
See Court reporters
Repositories, archival
See also Archival resources and collections
   in devised title 6.2.2.6.2
   religious manuscripts 6.30.4
Representation principle
   definition 0.4.3.4
   PFC 8.2
   works and expressions 5.2
Reprint of (item)/reprinted as (item) [rd] J.5.2
Reprint of (manifestation)/reproduced as (manifestation) [rd] J.4.2
See also Facsimiles and reproductions
Reproduction of (item)/reproduced as (item) [rd] J.5.2
Reproduction of (manifestation)/reproduced as (manifestation) [rd] J.4.2
Reproductions
See Facsimiles and reproductions
Reproductions of serials
See Serials
Resolution [digital file characteristic] 3.18.1.4, 3.19.5
Resource Description and Access [RDA]
   access points 0.7
   accuracy 0.4.3.5, 1.2
alternatives and options 0.8
attribute 0.4.3.6
common usage 0.4.3.7, 1.2
conceptual models underlying 0.2
continuity with previous standards 0.4.2.4
core elements
   See Core elements
cost efficiency 0.4.2.2
differentiation 0.4.3.1
examples 0.10
exceptions to instructions 0.9
flexibility 0.4.2.3
functional objectives
   See Functional objectives and principles of RDA
internationalization of RDA 0.11
key features 0.1
objectives 0.4.2
See also Functional objectives and principles of RDA
principles 0.4.3
purpose and scope 0.0
relationship to other standards 0.3
relationships 0.4.3.3
representation 1.2
responsiveness to user needs 0.4.2.1
structure of 0.5
sufficiency in 0.4.3.2, 1.2
translation of English language terms in 0.11.2
uniformity 0.4.3.8
Resources
See also Manifestations or items
definition 1.1.2, 18.1.3
Resources by different PFC bound together
   See also Bound-with resources
expressions 20.1.2
items 22.1.2
manifestations 21.1.2
Resources consisting of one or more pages, leaves, sheets, or cards 2.2.2.2
Resources described as a whole
   See Comprehensive description
Resources described as a whole with analytics of parts
   See Hierarchical description
Resources described as part of a larger resource
   See Analytical description
Resources issued as a single unit
   See Single unit
Resources not normally carrying information, preferred sources of information 2.2.4
Resources with more than one part
   analytical description 2.1.3.3
comprehensive description 2.1.2.3

Resources with similar titles

See Differentiation

Respect, terms of

See Terms of honour and respect

Respondents [academic disputations] [rd] I.2.1

Responsibility, statements of

See Statement of responsibility

Restorationist [rd] I.5.2

Restrictions on access 4.4

Restrictions on use 4.5

Revered persons, appellations of

See Religious titles and terms of address

Review of (expression)/reviewed in (expression) [rd] M.2.3

Review of (item)/reviewed in (item) [rd] M.2.5

Review of (manifestation)/reviewed in (manifestation) [rd] M.2.4

Review of (work)/reviewed in (work) [rd] M.2.2

Revision of (expression)/revised as (expression) [rd] J.3.2

Right ascension [cartographic resources] 7.4.4, B.5.8

Roads

See Street names, capitalization

Rock music

See Popular music, arrangements

Rolls

as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.10

Roman alphabet, abbreviations B.7

Roman Catholic Church

See Catholic Church

Roman Curia

See also Catholic Church

official communications 6.26.2.6

as subordinate religious body 11.2.2.28

Roman names F.8

Roman numerals with given names 9.2.2.18

Romanian language

initial articles C.2

patronymics F.9

surnames with prefixes F.11.9

Romanization

See Transliteration

Royal houses

names 10.2.2.9

names for families in 10.2.2.3

Royalty

See also Heads of state; Titles of nobility

capitalization of numbers following names of sovereigns A.11.4

capitalization of titles A.11.5.1

names 9.2.2.20

Thai royalty F.10.1.2

title added to name 9.19.1.2.1
titles of persons 9.4.1.4

Rulers

See Heads of state; Royalty

Ruling executive bodies 11.2.2.18.2

Running time

See Duration [playing time]

Running titles

See Variant titles

Russian language, capitalization A.48

See also Cyrillic alphabet abbreviations

Sacred scriptures

See also Names of scriptures, e.g. Qur'an;

Sacred scriptures, parts of

authorized access points 6.30.1.2
capitalization A.17.8

persons named in 9.6.1.6

preferred title 6.23.2.5

readings for services

See Liturgical works

Sacred scriptures, parts of

authorized access point 6.30.2.2

Bible 6.23.2.9

Buddhist 6.23.2.13

Hindu scriptures 6.23.2.14– 6.23.2.16

Jewish works 6.23.2.10– 6.23.2.12

Muslim [Qur'an] 6.23.2.18

other sacred scriptures 6.23.2.19

Zoroastrian Avesta 6.23.2.17

Saints

known by given name 9.2.2.18.1

known by title of nobility 9.2.2.14.1

liturgical observances 6.23.2.20.2

names containing a surname 9.2.2.9.6

Saint as designation 9.2.2.9.6, 9.6.1.4, 9.19.1.2

Saint omitted from popes, emperors, kings, or queens 9.19.1.2.4

Samoan language, initial articles C.2

Sanskrit authors F.5.1.1

Sanskrit Canon [Buddhist scriptures] 6.23.2.13.2

Satan, capitalization A.17.2

Scale [cartographic resources]

See also Additional scale information
description 7.25.3– 7.25.4

in title proper 2.3.2.8.2
Scale [still images or three-dimensional forms] 7.25.1–7.25.2
See also Additional scale information

Scandinavian languages
See also Norwegian language
capitalization A.49
surnames with prefixes F.11.10
Scenarios [drama]
See Related resources

Scientific names of plants and animals, capitalization A.23

Scores [music]
See also Chorus scores; Format of notated music:
Parts [music score]; Vocal scores
dramatic works 6.28.1.8
extent 3.4.3.2
with parts, notes on 3.21.2.5
Scotland, place names 16.2.2.10.1
Scottish Court of Session, judges of 9.2.2.16
Scottish Gaelic language, initial articles C.2

Screenplays, relationship designators for
motion picture screenplay based on (expression)/adapted as motion picture screenplay (expression) [rd] J.3.2
motion picture screenplay based on (work)/adapted as motion picture screenplay (work) [rd] J.2.2
motion picture screenplay (expression)/screenplay for motion picture (expression) [rd] J.3.5
motion picture screenplay (work)/screenplay for motion picture (work) [rd] J.2.5
screenplay based on (expression)/adapted as screenplay (expression) [rd] J.3.2
screenplay (expression)/screenplay for (expression) [rd] J.3.5
screenplay (work)/screenplay for (work) [rd] J.2.5
television screenplay based on (expression)/adapted as television screenplay (expression) [rd] J.3.2
television screenplay based on (work)/adapted as television screenplay (work) [rd] J.2.2
television screenplay (expression)/screenplay for television program (expression) [rd] J.3.5
television screenplay (work)/screenplay for television program (work) [rd] J.2.5
video screenplay based on (expression)/adapted as video screenplay (expression) J.3.2
video screenplay based on (work)/adapted as video screenplay (work) J.2.2
video screenplay (expression)/screenplay for video (expression) [rd] J.3.5
video screenplay (work)/screenplay for video (work) [rd] J.2.5
Screenwriter [rd] I.2.1

Script for radio program (expression)/radio script (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Script for radio program (work)/radio script (work) [rd] J.2.5
Script [writing system]

description
See Language and script
names written in a non-preferred script 9.2.2.5.3
titles in non-preferred script 6.2.2.7
used to express language content 7.13.2

Scriptures
See Sacred scriptures

Scrolls, dimensions 3.5.1.4.11
Sculptor [rd] I.2.1

Sculpture
See Three-dimensional forms

Seasons, capitalization A.21
Sections [bibliographic materials], titles for 2.3.1.7.2
Sections [cartographic resources]
dimensions 3.5.2
in extent 3.4.2.2

Sections [subordinate body]
See Departments [subordinate body]

Secular names as variant names 9.2.3.5
See also Names in religion; references to authorized access points for PFC and works E.1.3.3
See references to authorized access points for PFC and works, E.1.3.2
Sees, added to given names 9.4.1.7
See also Holy See, treaties of

Selections
See also Parts of works
as identifier for selected parts or excerpts from a larger work 6.2.2.9, 6.12.1.4, 6.27.2.3
musical works
See Musical works: parts
preferred title 6.2.2.10.3
Seller [rd] I.5.1

Senior
See also Relationship, words indicating
capitalization in name A.11.6
following surnames 9.2.2.9.5
Separated from (expression)/continued in part by (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Separated from (work)/continued in part by (work) [rd] J.2.6
Sequel to/sequel [rd] J.2.6
Sequential relationships, relationship designators expressions J.3.6
works J.2.6

Serbian language, capitalization A.50
Serial numbering

See Numbering of serials

Serial numbering
See Numbering of serials
Serial numbers [music] 6.16.1.3.1

Serials
See also Numbering of serials: Serials, changes in
analytical description 1.5.3
bibliographic volumes different from physical volumes 3.4.5.16. 3.21.2.8
comprehensive description 1.5.2
dates of
See also Numbering of serials: first issue
distribution 2.9.6.5
manufacture 2.10.6.5
production 2.7.6.5
publication 2.8.6.5
definition 1.1.3
earlier title as part of title 2.3.1.4
description of serials indicating regular revision or numbering 2.5.2.5
editors of, in statement of responsibility 2.4.1.4
frequency 2.14, 2.17.12
inaccuracies in titles 2.3.1.4
merged or absorbed
See Absorbed resources; Merged resources
mode of issuance 2.13.1.3 [table 2.1]
note on issue, part, or iteration used as the basis for identification of the resource
numbered serials 2.17.13.3.1
unnumbered serials 2.17.13.3.2
notes on changes in content characteristics 7.29.2.3.1
numbering
See Numbering of serials
persons or families as creators of 19.2.1.1.3
sections or supplements to 6.27.2.2
separately numbered issues or parts of series 2.12.9.8.2
special numbers
See Related resources
title as acronym or initialism 2.3.2.5
titles 2.3.1.4
Serials, changes in
affecting the identification of the work 6.1.3.2
carrier characteristics 3.1.6.1, 3.21.4.3.1
dimensions 3.5.1.8.1, 3.21.3.4.1
distribution statement 2.9.1.5.2, 2.17.8.4.2
distribution statement 2.5.1.6.2, 2.17.4.5.2
frequency 2.17,12.4
later title proper 2.3.8
manufacture statement 2.10.1.5.2, 2.17.9.4.2
new description 1.6.2
other title information 2.3.4.7.2
parallel other title information 2.3.5.4.2
production statement 2.7.1.5.2, 2.17.6.4.2
publication statement 2.8.1.5.2, 2.17.7.5.2
relationship designators J.2.6, J.3.6
responsibility of PFC associated with a resource 18.4.2.2
series statement 2.12.1.6.1, 2.17.11.5.1
statement of responsibility 2.4.1.10.2, 2.17.3.6.2, 6.1.3.2.1
title proper 2.3.2.12.2
major changes 2.3.2.13.1, 6.1.3.2.2
minor changes 2.3.2.13.2
parallel title proper 2.3.3.5.2
Series container of (work)/in series (work) [rd] J.2.4
Series numbering
See Numbering within series
Serials
series statement 2.12
See also Multipart monographs
in analytical description 1.5.3
changes in 2.12.1.6
facsimiles and reproductions 2.12.1.3
BSID punctuation D.1.2.7
ISSN of series 2.12.8
multipart monographs, serials, and integrating resources 2.12.1.6
notes 2.17.11
numbering within series
See Numbering within series
other title information of series 2.12.4
parallel other title information of series 2.12.5
resource in more than one series 2.12.1.5
statement of responsibility relating to series 2.12.6–2.12.7
title proper 2.12.2
parallel title proper of series 2.12.3
title in more than one form 2.12.2.5
Service books
See Liturgical works
Set to music as (expression)/musical setting of (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Set to music as (work)/musical setting of (work) [rd] J.2.2
Settings, musical
See Arrangements [music]
Shared responsibility, works of
See Creators of works
Sheets
in cases 3.4.5.15
dimensions 3.5.1.4.11
extent 3.4.5.14
extent of more than one 3.4.5.20
maps on
Sources of information

on both sides of a sheet 3.5.2.7
on folded sheet 3.5.2.6
on more than one sheet of differing sizes 3.5.2.3
in relation to dimensions of sheet 3.5.2.5
in segments designed to fit together 3.5.2.4
still images, dimensions 3.5.3
Shetland dialect, initial articles C.2
Ships, omission of abbreviations before names 11.2.2.10
Short scores
See Scores [music]
Short stories as preferred title 6.2.2.10.2
Short titles [law] 6.19.2.5.2
Sign language
See Accessibility content
Sikh names F.5.1.2
Silent films, sound content for 7.18.1.3
sine loco
See Place of publication: not identified in resource
sine nomine
See Publisher’s name: publisher not identified
Singapore names F.7
Singer [rd] I.3.1
Single unit
See also Volumes
analytical description 2.1.3.2
comprehensive description 1.5.2, 2.1.2.2
date of distribution not identified in 2.9.6.6
definition 1.1.3
mode of issuance 1.1.3, 2.13.1.3 [table 2.1]
pagination
See Pagination
Single-sided layout
See Layout
Sir
See Terms of honour and respect
Size
See Dimensions
Sketches, musical 6.18.1.5
Slides, microscope
See Microscope slides
Slides [photographs]
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.12
Slovak language
capitalization A.51
surnames with articles and/or prepositions, F11.2
Slovenian language, capitalization A.52
Sobriquets
See Given names [forenames];
Words or phrases as names
Societies, initials of
See Initialisms and acronyms: corporate names
Soil names, capitalization A.26
Solid dot [production method]
See Tactile resources: production method
Solmization [music]
See Notated music: form of
Solo voices [music] 6.15.1.9
Sound cartridges
See Audio cartridges
Sound cassettes
See Audiocassettes
Sound characteristics 3.16.1
collection of playback channels 3.16.8
digitally encoded sound 3.19
groove characteristics 3.16.5
playing speed 3.16.4
recording medium 3.16.3
special playback characteristics 3.16.9
tape configuration 3.16.7
track configuration 3.16.6
type of recording 3.16.2
Sound content 7.18
Sound discs
See Audio discs
Sound recordings, use of phonogram symbol 2.11.1.3
Sound tape reels
See Audiotapes: reels
Sound tapes
See Audiotapes
Sounds [content type] 6.9 [table 6.1]
Sound-track films
playing speed 3.16.4.3
track configuration 3.16.6
Sound-track reels [carrier type] 3.3.1.3
Sources consulted 5.8
history of the work 6.7
PFC 8.12
for relationships between PFC 29.6
for relationships between WEMI 24.7
Sources of information
See also specific elements, e.g., Title proper
corporate bodies 11.1.1
families 10.1.1
inaccuracies in 1.7.9
manifestations and items 2.2
more than one source 2.2.3
for reproductions and originals 2.2.3.3
sources outside of resource 2.2.4
persons 9.2.1.2
places 16.1.1
works and expressions 6.1.1
Sovereigns, capitalization of numbers following names A.11.4
See also Royalty
Spanish language
capitalization A.53
initial articles C.2
surnames with prefixes F.11.11
Spatial data encoding formats, terms for 3.19.3.3
Speaker [rd] I.3.1
Special effects provider [rd] I.3.1
Special issue of/special issue [rd] J.4.4
Special playback characteristics 3.16.9
Species 9.6.1.8
Specific material designations
See Carrier type
Specimens
See Three-dimensional forms
Speeches as preferred title 6.2.2.10.2
Spirit as designation 9.6.1.5, 9.19.1.2.5
Split into (expression)/continues in part (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Split into (work)/continues in part (work) [rd] J.2.6
Spoken word [content type] 6.9 [table 6.1]
Sponsor [rd] K.2.3
Sponsored corporate body [rd] K.4.2
Sponsoring body [rd] I.2.2
See also Other person, family, or corporate body: associated with a work
Sponsoring family [rd] K.3.3
Square brackets
indicating other source of information 2.2.4
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.1, D.1.2.2, D.1.2.5
in representation of symbols 1.7.5
Staff notation [music]
See Notated music: form of
Stage director [rd] I.3.1
Standard numbers, punctuation of D.1.2.9
See also ISSN [International Standard Serial Number]
Statement of function
See also Relationship designators [rd]
distributor's name 2.9.4.4
manufacturer's name 2.10.4.4
producer's name 2.7.4.4
Statement of responsibility 2.4
changes in 2.4.1.10
clarification of role 2.4.1.7
edition information in designation of edition integral to 2.5.2.6
relating to a named revision of an edition 2.5.8
relating to the edition 2.5.4
integrating resources, changes in 2.4.1.10.3, 6.1.3.3.1
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.2
more than one statement 2.4.1.6
multipart monographs, changes in 2.4.1.10.1, 6.1.3.1
naming more than one PFC 2.4.1.5
no PFC named in 2.4.1.9
notes 2.17.3
noun phrases in 2.4.1.8
parallel information
See Parallel statement of responsibility
relating to series 2.12.6–12.2.7
relating to subseries 2.12.14–2.12.15
relating to title proper 2.4.2
serials
changes in 1.6.2.4, 2.4.1.10.2, 6.1.3.2.1
editors of serials in 2.4.1.4
States, names of
See also Jurisdiction, larger, in place names
abbreviations B.11
capitalization A.13.2
place names 16.2.2.9.1
Status of identification 5.7, 8.10
Statutes
See Laws
Stereo recordings
See Configuration of playback channels
Stereograph cards
See Stereographic carriers
Stereograph reels
See Stereographic carriers
Stereographic carriers 3.3.1.3
Stereographic media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
Stereographs, number of pairs of frames in 3.4.1.7.7
Stereophonic recordings
See Configuration of playback channels
Still images
See also Cartographic images;
Digital still images, colour content; Tactile resources:
tactile images [content type]
albums and portfolios 3.4.4.5
as content type 6.9 [table 6.1]
dimensions 3.5.3
extent 3.4.4, 3.4.5
more than one image on one or more carriers 3.4.4.3
one image spanning more than one carrier 3.4.4.4
dimension 7.25.1–7.25.2
Storage medium
See Carrier type
Storage space occupied by collections 3.4.1.11.2
Storyteller [rd] I.3.1
Street names, capitalization A.14
Structured description
  related expressions 26.1.1.3
  related works 25.1.1.3
  subject of the work 23.4.1.2.3
Study prints
  See Still images
Study scores
  See Scores [music]
Style manuals, use of 1.7.1, 1.10.2
Subdivision, direct or indirect
government bodies 11.2.2.20
subordinate corporate bodies 11.2.2.15
variant names 11.2.3.7
Subject relationships 23
  core elements 0.6.10, 23.3
  definition 23.4.1.1
  identifier for the subject 23.4.1.2.1
  relationship designators 23.5, App. M
Subjects
  authorized access points 23.4.1.2.2
  definition 23.1.3
  description 23.4.1.2.3
  relationship designators M.2
Subordinate corporate bodies 11.2.2.13–11.2.2.29
  armed forces 11.2.2.22
  constitutional conventions 11.2.2.20
  councils of a single religious body 11.2.2.25
  courts 11.2.2.21
  delegations to international and intergovernmental bodies 11.2.2.24
  embassies and consulates 11.2.2.23
  general guidelines 11.2.2.13
  government officials 11.2.2.18
  joint committees and commissions 11.2.2.16
  legislative bodies 11.2.2.19
  papal diplomatic missions 11.2.2.29
  provinces, dioceses, synods, etc. 11.2.2.27
  recorded subordinately 11.2.2.14
  religious officials 11.2.2.26
  Roman Curia 11.2.2.28
  subdivision, direct or indirect 11.2.2.15
  U.S. political parties, state and local elements 11.2.2.17
  variant names 11.2.3.7
Subordinate government bodies
  See Subordinate corporate bodies
Subordinate religious bodies 11.2.2.27–11.2.2.28
  Catholic dioceses 11.2.2.27
  provinces, dioceses, synods, etc. 11.2.2.27
  Roman Curia 11.2.2.28
Subseries 2.12.10–2.12.17
  See also Series statement
  ISSN of subseries 2.12.16
  numbering within subseries
    See Numbering within subseries
    numeric and/or alphabetic designation 2.12.10.6
    other title information of subseries 2.12.12–2.12.13
    parallel other title information of subseries 2.12.13
    parallel statement of responsibility relating to subseries 2.12.15
    vs. separate series 2.12.1.5, 2.12.10.5
    statement of responsibility relating to subseries 2.12.14–2.12.15
    subseries of (work)/subseries (work) [rd] J.2.4
    title proper of subseries 2.12.10
    parallel title proper of subseries 2.12.11
    phrases on unnumbered series 2.12.10.4
Subtitles [moving images]
  accessibility content 7.14
  in language different from spoken content 7.12
Subtitles [texts]
  See Other title information
Subunits
  See also Units
  definition 3.4.1.1
  exact number of subunits not readily ascertainable 3.4.1.8
  extent 3.4.1.7–3.4.1.9
  more than one portfolio or case 3.4.5.21
  in resources consisting of more than one unit 3.4.1.9
  single portfolio or case 3.4.5.15
  three-dimensional forms, number of 3.4.6.3
Succeeded by (expression)/preceded by (expression) [rd] J.3.6
Succeeded by (work)/preceded by (work) [rd] J.2.6
Successor [corporate body] [rd] K.4.3
  See also Related PFC: corporate bodies
Summarization of the content 7.10
  as whole-part relationship
    See Related resources
  Summary of (expression)/summarized as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
  Summary of (work)/summarized as (work) [rd] J.2.2
  Supplement (expression)/supplement to (expression) [rd] J.3.5
  Supplement (work)/supplement to (work) [rd] J.2.5
  Supplementary content 7.16
See also Related resources
Supplementary materials, titles for 2.3.1.7.2
Supplements
See Accompanying materials: Related resources
Supplied or approximate dates
associated with the person 9.3.1.3
basic instructions 1.9.2
Supplied titles
See Devised titles
Support of item
See Mounts
Supreme Patriarchs, Thai Buddhist F.10.1.4.3
Surnames of families 10.2.2.8
Surnames of persons 9.2.2.9
See also Specific languages, e.g., Dutch language
compound 9.2.2.10
with established usage 9.2.2.10.1
with established usage not determined 9.2.2.10.2
followed by words indicating relationship 9.2.2.9.5
initials as surnames 9.2.2.9.1
married person identified only by a partner's name 9.2.2.9.4
members of royal houses 9.2.2.13
part of the name treated as a surname 9.2.2.9.2
with prefixes F.11
capitalization A.11.2
prefixes hyphenated or combined with surnames 9.2.2.12
separately written prefixes 9.2.2.11
terms of address with 9.2.2.9.3
vs. title of nobility as preferred name 9.2.2.14
Surround sound
See Configuration of playback channels
Surveyor [rd] I.3.1
Suspended publications 2.17.7.4
See also Ceased resources
Swedish language
See also Scandinavian languages
initial articles C.2
pronouns, capitalization A.49.5.3
surnames with prefixes F.11.10
Swell paper [production method]
See Tactile resources: production method
Symbols and typographic devices
copyright and phonogram symbols 2.11.1.3
in personal names 9.2.2.21
transcription 1.7.5
Synagogues
See Worship, local places of
System of organization [archival resources] 7.8
System requirements
See Equipment or system requirements

T
Tablature [music]
See Notated music: form of
Table books [music]
See Scores [music]
Tactile resources
form of tactile notation 7.13.4
layout 3.11
production method 3.9.3
tactile images [content type] 6.9 [table 6.1]
See also Cartographic tactile images
tactile notated movement 6.9 [table 6.1]
tactile notated music 3.11, 6.9 [table 6.1]
tactile text 3.11, 6.9 [table 6.1]
tactile three-dimensional form 6.9 [table 6.1]
Tagalog language, initial articles C.2
Tahitian language, initial articles C.2
Take what you see principle
See Representation principle
Talmud
expressions 6.30.3.3
parts
Minor Tractates 6.23.2.10.2
Orders, Tractates, Treatises 6.23.2.10.1
selections 6.23.2.10.3
Tamil names F.5.1.2
Tape cartridges
See Audio cartridges
Tape configuration [audiotapes] 3.16.7
Tape reels
See Reels, dimensions
Tapes, audio
See Audiotapes
Teacher [rd] I.3.1
Technical credits [moving images]
persons, families, or corporate bodies making contributions to the artistic and/or technical production of a resource 2.4, 2.17.3
relationships to persons, families, and corporate bodies associated with a work or expression 19, 20
Technical drawings
See Still images
Television adaptation of (expression)/adapted as television program (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Television adaptation of (work)/adapted as television program (work) [rd] J.2.2
Television director [rd] I.2.2
Television producer [rd] I.2.2
Television program music (expression)/music for television program (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Television program music (work)/music for television program (work) [rd] J.2.5
Television programs, parts of 6.27.2.2
Television screenplay based on (expression)/adapted as a television screenplay (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Television screenplay based on (work)/adapted as television screenplay (work) [rd] J.2.2
Television screenplay (expression)/screenplay for television program (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Television screenplay (work)/screenplay for the television program (work) [rd] J.2.5
Television stations 11.13.1.3
Telugu names F.5.1.2
Temples
See Worship, local places of
Terms of address
See also Terms of honour and respect;
Titles of nobility; Titles of position or office;
Titles [persons]
Burmese and Karen names F.2
capitalization A.11.3
Indonesian names App. G, F.6.1.7
married person identified only by partner’s name 9.2.2.9.4
in names consisting only of a surname 9.2.2.9.3
preceding a given name 9.2.2.23
religious titles
See Religious titles and terms of address
Terms of availability
as attribute 4.2
ISBD punctuation D.1.2.9
Terms of honour and respect
See also Religious titles and terms of address;
Terms of address; Titles of nobility;
Titles of position or office; Titles [persons]
Arabic names F.1.1.4
capitalization A.2.4, A.11.7
Iban names App. G
Indonesian names App. G, F.6.1.7
Malay names F.7.1.4
in names consisting only of a surname 9.2.2.9
other term of rank, honour, or office 9.4.1.9, 9.19.1.7
professional titles, capitalization A.11.5.4
Territorial designations
See also Countries; Place names
in royal names 9.2.2.20
in UK titles of nobility 9.2.2.15
Territories [administrative units of certain countries] 16.2.2.9.1
Territories, dependent, office of governor 11.2.2.18.4
Territories, occupied
See Disputed territories
Territories, overseas 16.2.2.11–16.2.2.11.1
Text
See also Tactile resources: tactile text; Text, extent
as content type 6.9 [table 6.1]
modifications of
See Adaptations and modifications of works;
Translations
Text encoding formats, terms for 3.19.3.3
Text, extent 3.4.5
consisting of a single unit
change in form of numbering within a sequence 3.4.5.4
complicated or irregular paging 3.4.5.8
double leaves 3.4.5.11
duplicated paging 3.4.5.12
folded leaves 3.4.5.10
incomplete volume 3.4.5.6
leaves or pages of plates 3.4.5.9
misleading numbering 3.4.5.5
pages numbered as part of a larger sequence 3.4.5.7
pages numbered in opposite directions 3.4.5.13
sheets 3.4.5.14
single portfolio or case 3.4.5.15
single volume 3.4.5.2
unnumbered pages, leaves, or columns 3.4.5.3
consisting of more than one unit
continuously paged volumes 3.4.5.17
individually paged volumes 3.4.5.18
more than one volume 3.4.5.16
portfolios 3.4.5.21
sheets 3.4.5.20
updating loose-leaves 3.4.5.19
Thai names F.10
Thematic index number [music] 6.16.1.3.3, A.3.2
See also Numbers [music]
Thermoform [production method]
See Tactile resources: production method
Theses
See Dissertation or thesis information
Three-dimensional forms
cartographic resources
See Cartographic three-dimensional forms;
Globes [cartographic resources];
Models [cartographic resources], extent
as content type 6.9 [table 6.1]
dimensions 3.5.1.4.13
extent 3.4.6
Three-dimensional moving images 6.9 [table 6.1]

See also Moving image resources

Tipitaka [Buddhist scriptures] 6.23.2.13.1

Title frames [moving images] 2.2.2.3

Title, lack of

See Devised titles

Title of the person

See Titles [persons]

Title of the work

See Titles [resources]

Title page, resources lacking 2.2.2.2

Title proper 2.3.2

changes in 2.3.2.12

changes in serials 1.6.2.3

designation of edition integral to 2.5.2.6

integrating resources

See Integrating resources, changes in: title proper

in more than one form 2.3.2.5

in more than one language or script 2.3.2.4

multipart monographs

See Multipart monographs, changes in: title proper

notes

See Notes: titles

omissions from 2.3.1.4

other elements recorded as 2.3.2.8

parallel information

See Parallel title proper

recording of 2.3.2.7

of serials

See Serials, changes in: title proper

series and subseries

See Series statement: title proper; Subseries: title proper of subseries

statement of responsibility relating to 2.4.2

Title, resources lacking 2.3.2.10

See also Devised titles

Title screen [moving images] 2.2.2.3

Title varies note 2.17.2.4

Titles of nobility App. G

See also Hereditary titles of families: Royalty

added to name 9.19.1.2.2

capitalization A.11.5.1

change of personal name 9.2.2.7

disclaimed and newly acquired titles 9.2.2.17

in names of persons, capitalization A.2.4

as personal names 9.2.2.14–9.2.2.17

vs. surname as preferred name 9.2.2.14

Thai F.10.1.3

United Kingdom 9.2.2.15, App. G

as variant names 9.4.1.5

Titles of position or office

See also Religious titles and terms of address;

Terms of address; Terms of honour and respect;

Titles [persons]

capitalization A.11.5.3

Iban names App. G

Malay names F.7.1.4

military titles and offices, capitalization A.11.5.3

other term of rank, honour, or office 9.4.1.9, 9.19.1.7

in personal name 9.2.2.23

Titles [persons] 9.4

See also Terms of address;

Terms of honour and respect; Titles of position or office

nobility

See Titles of nobility

preceding personal names, capitalization A.11.3

religious

See Religious titles and terms of address

royalty

See Royalty

saints

See Saints

Spirits 9.6.1.5, 9.19.1.2.5

Titles [resources] 2.3

See also Abbreviated titles; Alternative titles;

Conventional collective titles; Devised titles;

Earlier title proper; Key title; Later title proper;

Other title information; Preferred title for the work;

Title proper; Variant titles

abbreviations in 6.2.1.9, B.3

additions to, capitalization A.3.2

basic instructions 6.2

capitalization A.3, A.4

definition 5.1.3

diacritical marks in 6.2.1.6

facsimiles and reproductions 2.3.1.3

inaccuracies in 1.7.9

initial articles in 6.2.1.7

introductory words to 2.3.1.6

ISBD punctuation D.1.2.2

in non-preferred script 6.2.2.7

notes

See Notes: titles

numbers expressed as numerals or words 6.2.1.5

of parts, sections, and supplements 2.3.1.7.2

with punctuation indicating incompleteness A.4.2

religious works

See Religious works: titles

sources consulted 5.8

spacing of initials and acronyms 6.2.1.8
Tokelau language, initial articles C.2
Tonga language, initial articles C.2
Tonic sol-fa system [music]
  See Noted music: form of
Tosefta
  expressions 6.30.3.3
  parts 6.23.2.11
Towns
  See Cities and towns
Toys
  See Three-dimensional forms
Track configuration [sound-track films] 3.16.6
Tractates [Talmud] 6.23.2.10.1, 6.23.2.10.2
Trade names
  capitalization A.27
  use in describing type of unit 3.4.1.5
Trailers [film], supplied other title information 2.3.4.6
Transcriber [rd] I.3.1
  See also Arranger of music [rd]; Contributors
Transcription
  See also Transliteration
    abbreviations, use of B.4
    chronograms 2.7.6.4
    of data elements in RDA 0.11
    general guidelines 1.7
    language and script 0.11.2
    manuscripts 3.9.2.3
    music
      See Arrangements [music]; Musical works: adaptations
    nonroman scripts
      See Transliteration
    numbers expressed as numerals or words 1.8
    of symbols 1.7.5, 2.17.2.5
    titles of resources 2.3.1.4
Translations
  of RDA instructions 0.11.2
  relationship designators
    free translation of (expression)/freely translated as (expression) J.3.2
    free translation of (work)/freely translated as (work) J.2.2
    translation of (expression)/translated as (expression) J.3.2
    translation of (work)/translated as (work) J.2.2
    translator I.3.1
      See also examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]
    of title proper as variant title 2.3.6.4
Translators of Bible 6.25.1.4
  Typographic devices
    corporate names 11.2.2.12
    in examples 0.10
    personal names 9.2.2.5.3
    capitalization A.32
    hyphens in 8.5.5
    place names 16.2.2.5
    scripts 0.11.2
    titles
      in non-preferred script 6.2.2.7
      title proper as variant title 2.3.6.4
      of works and expressions 5.4
Transmittal, letters of 6.31.1.3
Transparencies
  See Overhead transparencies
Treaties and international agreements
  See also Documents, capitalization
    additions to access points 6.29.1.30, 6.29.1.30.2
    authorized access points 6.29.1.15– 6.29.1.20
    compilations of 6.19.2.8
    compilers
      See examples under 20.2.1.3 [Recording Contributors]
    creators 19.2.1.1.1
      See also examples under 19.2.1.3 [Recording Creators]
    date of 6.20.3
    other PFC associated with a work 19.3.2.13
    participants 6.22
    preferred title 6.19.2.7– 6.19.2.8
    protocols to 6.21.1.3, 6.29.1.16, 6.29.1.30.3
    variant access points 6.29.3.3
    Tribal governments, African, treaties of 6.29.1.15n
    Tribes, capitalization A.12
    Triṭaka [Buddhist scriptures] 6.23.2.13.2
    Turkish language, initial articles C.2
    Two resources by different PFC issued together
      See also Bound-with resources
        expressions 20.1.2
        items 22.1.2
        manifestations 21.1.2
    Two-dimensional moving images 6.9 [table 6.1]
      See also Cartographic moving images;
        Moving image resources:
          Three-dimensional moving images
        Type of composition [music] 2.3.2.8.1, 6.14.2.3, 6.14.2.5.2
        Type of family 10.3, 10.11.1.2
        Type of resource [ISBD punctuation] D.1.2.4
        Typescripts [production method] 3.9.2.3
      See also Manuscripts and manuscript groups
    Typographic devices
See Symbols and typographic devices

U

U.K., place names

See British Isles, place names

Ukrainian language, capitalization A.55

Unbound texts, dimensions of 3.5.1.6

Uncertain information

dates associated with the person 9.3.1.3

works of uncertain or unknown origin 6.27.1.8

Undifferentiated name indicator 8.11

See also Differentiation of names

Uniform resource locators

See URLs [uniform resource locators]

Uniform titles

See Preferred title for the work

Uniformity in presentation of data 0.4.3.8

Unintelligible information in source and supplementary information 0.4.3.5

United Kingdom, place names

See British Isles, place names

United States

Congress, legislative subcommittees 11.2.2.19.2

place names 16.2.2.9

political parties, state and local elements 11.2.2.17, A.16.4

Units 3.4.1

See also Subunits
description 3.1.4.3

in description of assembled collections 3.4.1.11.3

with identical content 3.4.1.6

notes on, as various pieces 3.21.2.3

three-dimensional forms 3.4.6.3

as various pieces 3.4.1.5

Units of measurement

metric, not abbreviations B.5.1

transcription 0.11.5

Universities, subordinate bodies of 11.2.2.14.5

See also Degree granting institution [rd]

Unmediated carrier type 3.3.1.3
cards 3.3.1.3

See Flipcharts

objects 3.3.1.3

See Rolls

sheets

See Sheets

volumes

See Volumes

Unmediated media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]

Unnumbered sequences, pagination of 3.4.5.3

Unnumbered serials, notes on item described 2.17.13.3.2

Unpublished resources

See also Manuscripts and manuscript groups;

Production statement

producer

See Producer [unpublished resource]

restrictions on use 4.5.1.3

Unstructured description

related expressions 26.1.1.3

related works 25.1.1.3

subject of the work 23.4.1.2.3

Upanishads 6.23.2.15

Updating loose-leaf resources

extent 3.4.5.2

in more than one volume 3.4.5.19

re-basing of an integrating resource and changes in description 1.6.3.3

Urdu language, initial articles C.2

URLs [uniform resource locators] 4.6

See also Identifiers for resources: manifestations

changes in 4.6.1.4

Internet addresses for corporate bodies 11.9

U.S.A.

See United States

Use, restrictions on 4.5

See also Restrictions on access

U.S.S.R., place names 16.2.2.9

V

Variant access points

See also Variant titles

additions to 6.27.1.9

compilations of works 6.27.4.4

corporate bodies 11.13.2

definition 5.1.4, 8.1.4

expressions 6.27.4.5

families 10.11.2

legal works and expressions 6.29.3

librettos for musical works 6.27.4.2

musical works and expressions 6.28.4

names of PFC 8.7

parts of works 6.27.4.3

religious works 6.30.5

works and expressions 5.6, 6.27.4

Variant forms of names in notes to statement of responsibility 2.17.3.4

Variant forms of title

See Variant titles
Variant names

See also Names, changes in corporate names
See Corporate names: variant names
definition 8.1.3
families 10.2.3.3–10.2.3.6, 10.11.2
persons 9.2.3, 9.19.2
alternate linguistic forms of name 9.2.3.9
other variants 9.2.3.10
variant spellings 9.2.2.5.4
place names 16.2.3
alternate linguistic form of name 16.2.3.7
initial articles in 16.2.3.4
initialisms or abbreviated forms 16.2.3.6
other variants 16.2.3.8
selection principles 0.4.3.4

Variant titles 2.3.6
inaccuracies as 2.3.1.4
integrating resources
See Earlier title proper [integrating resources]
introductory words as part of 2.3.1.6
legal works 6.19.3
manifestations 2.3, 6.2.3.3
multipart monographs
See Later title proper [multipart monograph or serial]
musical works 6.14.3
notes
See Notes: titles
official communications 6.26.3
religious works 6.23.3
selection of 0.4.3.4
serials
See Later title proper [multipart monograph or serial]
titles of manifestations as 6.2.3.3, 6.14.3.3
legal works 6.19.3.3
official communications 6.26.3.3
religious works 6.23.3.3
works 6.2.3
alternative linguistic form of title 6.2.3.4
definition 5.1.3
other variant titles 6.2.3.5

Variations based on (expression)/ modified by variation as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Variations based on (work)/ modified by variation as (work) [rd] J.2.2
Vedas
expressions 6.30.3.4
parts 6.23.2.14
Verse adaptation of (expression)/adapted in verse as (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Verse adaptation of (work)/adapted in verse as (work) [rd] J.2.2
Versions
See Other distinguishing characteristic of the expression
Versions [Bible]
capitalization A.17.10
preferred title 6.25.1.4
Vertical scale of cartographic content 7.25.4
Vessels [ships and aircraft]
See Corporate bodies
Video cartridges [videotape cartridges]
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.2
Video characteristics 3.18
broadcast standard 3.18.3
video format [analog] 3.18.2
Video encoding formats, terms for 3.19.3.3
Video format [analog video] 3.18.2
Video game adaptation of (work)/adapted as video game (work) [rd] J.2.2
Video game adaptation of (expression)/adapted as video game (expression) [rd] J.3.2
Video game adaptation of (expression)/adapted as video game (expression) [rd] J.2.2
Video games 6.27.1.3
See also Moving image resources
Video music (expression)/music for video (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Video music (work)/music for video (work) [rd] J.2.5
Video screenplay (expression)/screenplay for video (expression) [rd] J.3.5
Video screenplay (work)/screenplay for video (work) [rd] J.2.5
Video tape
See terms beginning, Videotape
Videocassettes [videotape cassettes]
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.3
Videodiscs
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
number of frames of still images 3.4.1.7.8
Videographer
See Director of photography [motion pictures] [rd]
Video recordings
See Videos
Videos
See also Moving image resources
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
video cartridge
See Video cartridges [videotape cartridges]
videocassettes
    See Videocassettes [videotape cassettes]
videodiscs
    See Videodiscs
videotape reel
    See Videotape reels
as media type 3.2.1.3 [table 3.1]
relationship designators
    adapted as video screenplay (expression)/video screenplay based on (expression) J.3.2
    adapted as video screenplay (work)/video screenplay based on (work) J.2.2
    adapted as video (expression)/video adaptation of (expression) J.3.2
    adapted as video (work)/video adaptation of (work) J.2.2
sound content 7.18.1.3
title as authorized access point 6.27.1.3
Videotape cartridges [video cartridges]
    as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.2
Videotape cassettes [videocassettes]
    as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.3
Videotape, generation 3.10.6
Videotape reels
    as carrier type 3.3.1.3
dimensions 3.5.1.4.9
Views [cartographic resources]
dimensions 3.5.2
in extent 3.4.2.2
Violin conductor parts
    See Scores [music]
Viscounts and viscountesses
    See Titles of nobility
Visual effects provider [rd] I.3.1
Visually-impaired users, works for
    See also Tactile resources
large print text 3.13.1.1
Vocabulary encoding scheme 0.12
Vocal scores 6.18.1.6
    See also Musical works: with lyrics, libretto, text, etc.; Scores [music]
Voice actor [rd] I.3.1
Voice parts [music]
    See also Parts [music score]
abbreviations 7.21, B.5.6, B.7n1
Voices [music] 6.28.1.9.1
    See also Medium of performance [music]
choruses 6.15.1.10
    See also Chorus scores [music]
solo voices 6.15.1.9
Volumes
    See also Single unit
as carrier type 3.3.1.3
continuously paged volumes 3.4.5.17
in description of assembled collections 3.4.1.11.1
dimensions 3.5.1.4.14
extent of single volume
    See Pagination
individually paged volumes 3.4.5.18
physical volumes differing from bibliographic volumes, notes on 3.21.2.8

W

Wales, place names 16.2.2.10.1
Wall charts [graphic materials]
    See Still images
Walloon language, initial articles C.2
Web sites
    See Integrating resources; Online resources
Welsh language, initial articles C.2
WEMI
    See
    Works, expressions, manifestations, and items [WEMI]
Whole-part relationships
    See also Hierarchical description
relationship designators
    expression J.3.4
    item J.5.4
    manifestations J.4.4
    works J.2.4
Width
    See Dimensions
"With" notes
    See Bound-with resources
Wives
    See Married persons, terms of address
Words or phrases as names
    See also Pseudonyms
capitalization A.2.3
characterizing words or phrases 9.2.2.25
consisting of a given name preceded by a term of address 9.2.2.23
naming another work by the person 9.2.2.26
phrase containing the name of another person 9.2.2.24
phrase or appellation not conveying idea of a person, name consisting of a 9.19.1.1
preferred name 9.2.2.22– 9.2.2.26
Work as subject of a work, relationship designators M.2.2
Work expressed 17.6
Work manifested 0.6.8, 17.8

Works
  additions to access points 6.27.1.9
  attributes of the content 7.2–7.3
  changes affecting identification of 6.1.3
  definition 0.3.2, 1.1.5, 5.1.2, 17.1.2, 18.1.4, 24.1.2
  and subjects, relationships between 23

Works
  musical works 6.14.2.8.2
  as preferred title 6.2.2.10.1

Works and expressions 5
  authorized access points 5.5, 6.27.1–6.27.3
  cataloguer’s note 5.9
  core elements 0.6.6, 5.3
  description 7
  functional objectives and principles 5.2
  identifying, general guidelines 6.1
  language and script 5.4
  punctuation of access points E.1.2.5
  sources consulted 5.8
  status of identification 5.7
  terminology 5.1
  variant access points 5.6, 6.27.4

Works created after 1500, preferred title for 6.2.2.4

Works created before 1501
  See also Early printed resources
  legal works 6.19.2.6
  musical works 6.14.2.3.2
  preferred title 6.2.2.5

Works, expressions, manifestations, and items [WEMI]
  related expressions 26
  related items 28
  related manifestations 27
  related works 25
  relationships between 24
    cataloguer’s note 24.8
    description of related WEMI 24.4.3
    identifiers for related WEMI 24.4.1
    numbering of part 24.6
    overview 0.6.8
    related WEMI 24.4.2
    relationship designators 24.5
    sources consulted 24.7

Works of uncertain or unknown origin 6.27.1.8
  See also Anonymous works

Worship, local places of
  See also Religious bodies
  additions to name 11.13.1.3
  conventional names 11.2.2.5.4
  Writer of added commentary [rd] I.3.1